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INT RODUCT ION

It is the purpose of the following study to determine

the exact nature of the Curelian theater by a comprehensive an-

alysis of that theater and to differentiate between the general

conception of this work and that notion of it which tends to

classify it as purely a Theater of Ideas. For this reason it is

necessary to show the origins of this partial misconception in

the public mind.

That the work of a great nationalistic writer should

be treated with less honor than is its due is in some degree ex-

plicable when this reception is met with in foreign literary

circles. On the other hand, when such an injustice is committed

in the writer's native land with regard to a work which is rightly

one of the glories of a literary generation, there are of ne-

cessity special reasons for it. Any student of the modern theater

is struck by the discrepancy between the value of Fran ;ois de

Curelrs work and the reception it received in France. This in

turn leads to an attempt to explain the misinterpretation of his

theater by the nation whose spirit in its essence lives in each

of Curel' s characters.

There are very definite reasons for the lack of enthu-

siasm evinced by the French theater -going public toward the

Curelian drama. First and foremost among these is the state of

mind of this public in regard to theatrical productions. A

generation which had been subjected to a steady diet of the



fast -moving intrigues of Sardou and Scribe as well as the

problem play o f Dumas the younger and Augier was little dis-

posed to abandon action for psychological analysis. Yet this
is exactly what the plays of Curel demanded. Objectivity had
ruled the French stage since the decline of the classical
movement; even in the reactionary ultra -modern naturalistic
drama of the times objectivity reigned supreme. And opposed

to this is the subjective analysis characteristic of the Cu-
relian play. Little wonder that the public turned away from

the early Curel productions 1

There is a second explanation for the antagonism

aroused by the production of L'Envers d'une Sainte, Curel's

first play to reach the stage. The Free Theater had met with

a great deal of opposition in its effort to modernize theatri-

cal methods and theory. Sarcey, the idol of the bourgeoisie,

crystallized in his scathing criticisms of this theater the

prevalent attitude. Not only was L'Envers dune Sainte pre-

sented at Antoine's Free Theater, but it contained enough of

the realistic element in setting and sobriety of theme to incur

the blanket condemnation accorded to the naturalistic school

by a large part of the public.

Public sentiment, then, was incapable of appreciat-

ing analysis of unusual character on the stage, and especially

since the particular play which introduced Curel to the public

carried with it something of the taint of naturalism. The

interplay of this attitude on the part of the public with the

almost uniformly hostile press ultimately resulted in a sort
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of vicious circle. Worse than that, some astute critic put

the finishing touch by inventing the general title which was

to become inseparably connected with the Curelian theater.

He called it the "Theater of Ideas." The French phobia for

classification had again created an attitude toward, and a

name for a work which deserved this overly strict qualification.

No matter what the content or treatment, from that time on each

of Curel's dramas was hailed as an addition to the Theater of

Ideas, which only served to alienate further a public with

little enough taste for this material.

The inability of the public to adapt itself to sub-

jective drama, in addition to the partial paralysis of the

critical mind due to the press, was responsible for the gener-

al apathy toward François de Curel as dramatist. The third

element, explicable at least in part by his position as gentle-

man of leisure, is the author's lack of studied effort to

achieve his effect. Curel never wrote down to his public; he

wrote what his inspiration dictated. It is not until he attain-

ed literary maturity that he saw the grandeur of simplicity

and began revising. Revision after revision came from his pen,

and with each revision increasing admiration and comprehension

from a steadily growing public. The obscurity of which he is

so often accused is due not to vagueness of conception but to

his slow creative process.

With the increasing consciousness of psychological

study on the stage, due in part to the Theater of Love of

Georges de Porto -Riche and his followers, strengthened and con-



firmed by the perennial popularity of the classical theater,

as well as Marivaux and Musset, the popularity of Curel becomes

more and more powerful. His theater is deserving of more study

and serious consideration than it has received at the hands

of his compatroits and of foreign students. It is the present

critic's conviction that his importance to the French theater

has not received full tribute even today, and that no future

study of the French theater of the period can be complete with-

out a comprehensive consideration of François de Curel.



CHAPTER I.

A Brief Study of Curel's Life

A study of Frannois de Curel's writings by the pro-

cess of induction would give a fairly accurate picture of the

man's mental trend and of the heredity and environment out of

which it grew. Or, vice versa, from a careful analysis of Cu-

rel's personality and life one could deduce in general the kind

of literary work he would be likely to produce. And a study

which approaches an estimate of Curel's theater by combining

both methods will inevitably record the surprisingly mirror -

like quality which is one of its most interesting characterist-

ics.

Franyois de Curel was the scion of an aristocratic

and wealthy family of Lorraine. His ancestors were a long

line of industrial princes and noblemen: Joinville makes men-

tion of a Gauthier de Curel who accompanied him on the Crusades,

and incidentally it is a portion of that worthy's will that

figures in Les Fossiles; his great -grandfather was a colonel

under Napoleon I and published a book on L'Art d'Irriter la

Gueule which, according to M. de Curel, most lamentably fails

to live up to its promise" Lonce de Curel, his grandfather,

published several books on hunting which enjoyed a great popu-

larity at the time of their appearance. On his mother's side,

ure -- re comp e re ace ome , p.



Fran ;ois de . Curel is descended from the industrial family of

Wendel, whose -iron -works at Thionville and Creusot, dating from

the beginning :of the eighteenth céntury, became outstanding in
.

:the -history of French _metallurgy. 2:

The future dramatist was born in Metz, the tenth of

June, 1854, and spent most of his childhood in that city. His

home life seems to have been sufficiently austere to warrant

the term "prison" which he later applied to it. The family

at that time had not yet inherited the vast fortune which was

to come from the Wendel industries, and lived very simply indeed.

It is probably from his memories of family environment that . Cu-

rel was later able to create the realistic atmosphere of L'Envers

d'une Sainte. During the school year, young Curel lived quiet-

ly enough; but during vacations, which he passed with his pa-

ternal grandmother at Coin- sur- Seille, he was allowed to run

wild in the magnificent forest which was a part of the estate.

This atmosphere also has appeared again and again in his theater,

especially in Le Repas du Lion and Les Fossiles, and inspired

one of the most beautiful of his lyrical passages in La Nouvelle

Idole. Almost from the time he could walk Curel was passion-.____.____

ately devoted to hunting. This taste could almost be called

atavistic.3 During this period, Curel conceived the ardent

love for nature and her myriad beauties which is apparent in

many of his plays, as well as the sane and healthy point of

2. Curel., Th4bre corn let, Preface to tome 1, p.1X.
3. Pronier, a e e euvre de F. de Curel, p. 13.



view which nature inspires.

The taste for solitude acquired in his early years in

the Lorraine forest was not counteracted by his later education.

French schools are not celebrated for developing social apti-

tudes but for their concentration on scholastic achievement;

and young Curel left school much the same shy, retiring lad that

he was when he entered it. He attended the Collage des Jésuites

at Metz, where he did not display any particular brilliance of

wit, although he showed considerable interest in both litera-

ture and the sciences. The young man was destined by his parents

to assume control of their share of the Wendel factories; and

after passing both baccalaureates at Nancy, he entered the

cole centrale des Arts et Manufactures. In 1876 he was gradu-

ated without especial honor, ranking number 115 in a class of

126.4' That same year he traveled in Germany for the purpose of

familiarizing himself with the language. And he would probably

have become the industrial leader he later portrays in Jean de

Miremont had not an hitherto unseen element changed the est4b-

liahed course of events.

This was the German pronunciamento concerning Al-

sace-Lorraine. In its effort to germanize the newly -acquired

province, the government took the position that no person who

had chosen to retain his French citizenship and was still of

age to be required to do military service could live in this ter-

4. Le Goff3c, Le Fauteuil de F. de Curel, p. 24:



ritory. Curel's family, always French in language, senti-

ment and education, was not disposed to accept German citizen-

ship. Under these conditions the young man was forced to give

up his plan of assuming control of the Wendel factories and

resign himself to a life of enforced leisure. Although his

family brouabt every possible influence to bear on the author-

ities to secure special residence permission for him,5 the

best he could get was permission for frequent business trips.

Naturally enough Curel turned his attention to Paris.

Always interested in literature, he set about exploring that

of the nineteenth century, a period which the good Jesuits of

Metz had considered beneath their attention. His youthful

zeal for the great classics - Racine, Corneille and Molire -

and for the psychologists of the eighteenth century, especial-

ly Marivaux, led him to find Stendhal and Musset especially

admirable. He did not escape the fascination of that great

European figure, Henrik Ibsen. Indeed, Ibsen became one of

his favorites, so much so that some critics still refer to

Curel as "the French Ibsen." So for several years Curel

read, and read exhaustively, with no criterion except his

own tastes -

et, en somme, j'ai fini par aimer ce qui
était digne d' enthousiasme.ó

5. Curel, Th4ettre complet, Preface to tome 1, p. xiii.
6. Ibid., p. xiii.
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These new literary enthusiasms with their correspon-

dingly new impulses did not, however, counteract Curel's early

love for the classics. Instead, the net result of his explo-

rations was the urge to express himself in an effort to regain
his balance. The manner which was ultimately to triumph in
his work was the product of his early admirations. The plays

which grew out of his desire to express his feelings are, cu-
riously enough in consideration of literary anomalies, exactly

what one would expect from a shy, observant, and keenly sensi-

tive man whose preferences were decidedly humanistic, in reac-

tion to the multiple currents of modern life. Instead of a

critique of modern life, however, Curell s appreciation of its

problems leads him to sympathetic analysis.
For several years, until he was above the age for

military service, Curel alternated between his house in Paris

and hunting quarters near Coin- sur- Seille. Curel was always

extremely proud of his prowess as a modern Nimrod, to such an

extent that an American interviewer found it extremely diffi-
cult to persuade him to abandon that subject in favor of his
literary work.7' In connection with hunting, it is important

to note Curel's passion for nature, especially the forest. In

this he very closely resembles one of his later creations,

Robert de Chantemelle, when his glory in the splendor of na-

ture leads him to express its significance for him:

7 Clark, B., Contemporary French Dramatists, p. 3.
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Ne sommes -nous pas fréres des chies et des
hhres giants? Impossible de me promener
parmi eux sans partager leur arrogance. Je
plane sur les basses tiges je prends pour
moi toute la lumiere, et same dédaigneusement
des fatfleA et des glands pour les affam6s de
la lande.

And Curel the aristocrat adores

ces futaies aussi anciennes que nous, dont
les rameaux protégent tout un peuple d'ar-
bustes.9.

By way of contrast with his life of primitive lord

of the forests, Curel spent several months out of the year in

Paris, where he enjoyed unequaled social privileges due to his

birth and his own shy charm. Instead of observing animals and

becoming intimately sure of their psychology, the city -dweller

observed human beings in order to achieve the same result.

Finally, at the age of twenty -six, he published his first novel.

Curel himself considered that his years devoted to living, in

the best sense of the word, place him in the category of

ceux qui, avant d'étre auteurs, ont 4t6 vi-
veurs dans un sens tras noble qu'on devrait
plus souvent accorder á ce mot, échappent
presque completement A l'apprentissage dans
la eadioc rité, et, bien qu'ouvriers de la
derniére heure, obtiennent le méme salaire
que les ouvriers th levés.l0'

The exactitude of this statement with regard to himself is,

however, questionable. It is quite true that Curel served a

period of apprenticeship in which he studied, observed and com-

pared humans at first hand; but he also served the "apprentis-

:, ure , =á re comp e , ome es ose es p. 2"27.+
9. Ibid., p. 224.
10. Curel, Discours de reception, p. 12.



sage dans la médiocrit4"11 of which he speaks. His several

novels are almost valueless except for the light they throw on

Curel the dramatist. Nevertheless, they served their purpose.

The critic Charles Maurras, upon Curel' s request to mention Le

Sauvetage du Grand Duc in his column, gracefully adquitted him-

self of this dubious honor by recommending to Curel the theater

as a more appropriate field for his talents. And Curel, not un-

derstanding the uncomplimentary implications in being called

a "vaudevilliste ", took the criticism in good faith and set about

writing plays.12'

So he wrote plays, plays, more plays fora period of

three years; and the concíarges of the Théátre- Fran1ais and

the 0d4on bdcame well acquainted with the indefatigable young

man who left his plays for reading and then came to retrieve

the rejected manuscripts. He had about decided to renounce all

forms of literary endeavor when someone suggested sending his

plays to Antoine at the Free Theater. Curel himself had never

thought of this possibility because of his notion that only the

most extreme naturalism was acdeptable to this group. Thus,

some months later, he found that Antoine had accepted Sauve des

ems, La Figurante, and L' Envers d'une Sainte, each one sub -

'mitted under a different name, with the director's decision to

play L'Envers d'une Sainte as soon as practicable. And a new

dramatist was launched.

ure , scours e r -cep on, p. .

12. Curel, Th4'tre complet, Preface to tome 1, p. xv.
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After the production of L'Envers dune Sainte in

1892, Curel devoted himself almost exclusively to literature

except for the years 1905 -1913 inclusive, when he retired to

his estate to hunt. During the World War Curel divided his

time between Switzerland and France, writing almost continu-

ously; this period marks a definite effort to conform to modern-

ity. After the war Curel was influenced especially by the new

current of Freudian philosophy seeping in from the north, In

1919 he was elected to the Académie Fran2aise and since then

his work has received the esteem which is its due. After the

appearance in 1926 of Orage Mystique, Curel withdrew more and

more into seclusion.

Such is the evolution of the human mind that at the

time of his death in 1928, Franpois de Curel was considered

one of the foremost dramatists of his period by almost the

same public whose original judgment, after Sarcey, condemned

his plays as "crevantt"
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CHAPTER II.

The Period of Apprenticeship.
(1892 -1898)

In order to approach an evaluation of the nature of

Curel's theater, an analysis of the theme, development and

treatment of the plays is necessary. These plays will be con-

sidered in order of presentation in Curel's Théátre Complet

as arranged by the author himself.1. In the case of a play

which has been rewritten, a comparison of the various versions

will be included as vitally important to the understanding of

the growth of Curel's theatrical technique and mental ex-

pansion.

The very first of Curel's plays, Sauv4 des eaux, is

vastly different in theme, technique and effect from the sub-

sequent versions. Gabrielle, the heroine, has been very care-

fully brought up by her guardians, Raphaël and Agns, a saintly

old couple whose angelic goodness makes them seem scarcely of

this world. She is given to temperamental outbursts and eccen-

tricities which alarm the old couple. At the time the play

opens, Gabrielle thinks herself in love with her friend Jeanne's

lover, Cyrille, who treats her advances with the utmost uncon-

cern. To attract his favor, she has concocted the plan of mar-

rying a man who will pay her the most extravagant attentions;

this man is Rene, a young fellow whose debts have driven him

to a recent attempt at suicide. When Gabrielle proposes this

I. Compar tabulation of dates o! writing, revis on an pro -
duction, p. 102.
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alliance to Rene, he naturally concludes' that Cyrille .who has

paid him to say that his attempt at suicide was caused by his

passion for Gabrielle,, is responsible for the alleged misfor-

tune which Gabrielle says has prompted her need to marry. Fi-

nally he agrees to accept his painful role as rescuer -husband.

Rene tells Jeanne his decision to save Gabrielle and kill him-

self shortly after the wedding. The old couple, informed of

Gabrielle's condition and approaching marriage, excuse and ac-

cept the situation - a rather unlikely attitude on their part,

since they idolize their ward.

The two young people find themselves more and more

attracted to each other. At the moment when Gabrielle is on

the verge of telling Rene the truth, Cyrille arrives in reply

to her note announcing the approaching marriage. He feels

that Rend has taken advantage of their agreement in order to

arrange an advantageous match. Now that Gabrielle seems out

of his reach, Cyrille wants her; he does his best to break off

the engagement, and finally Gabrielle flaunts her story in

his face to explain the reason. for the wedding.

The night immediately following the wedding ceremony,

the bride confesses to Jeanne that she has learned to love Ren6;

that each feels the other is an unprincipled wretch; Gabrielle

despises Rent because he is accepting a degrading position for

money; and Reni detests Gabrielle because she has persuaded him

to cover her shame. She feels that above all else she must

know whether the man she loves is a martyr or a scoundrel. To



do this she drives him to the point of desperation in order to

see if he will attempt the suicide he threatened. When he hesi-

tates, she is scornful of his cowardice. He rushes . out, returns

with a pistol, and asks her to die with him. Gabrielle refuses,

saying that in spite of the complexities of their characters,

they really love each other and could be happy together. The

curtain falls as they stare sadly into each other's eyes.

The entire play is palpably absurd. In the first

place, the theme of the play changes in midstream. At the be-

ginning, it purports to be Gabrielle's effort to win the love

of Cyrille; but before the end of the second act, the primary

motif has changed to Gabrielle's effort to probe the character

of Rene. This lack of unity gives to the whole a certain aim-

lessness which results in utter discord. Then, too, not a single

character in it is predominantly true to life. For example,

Gabrielle is unnecessarily coldblooded in her attitude to the

two old people, inconsistent toward Jeanne and Cyrille, and

wantonly cruel to Rene. Agnls and Raphaël are too saintly to

seem real people; and their calm, even cheerful acceptance

of their beloved ward's announcement about her betrayal is

anything but the normal reaction of grief and disappointment.

Jeanne is utterly unlike any flesh- and -blood woman in her ap-

parent willingness to dispose of Cyrille in favor of Gabrielle.

Cyrille himself, although inconsistent, is more or less com-

prehensible. First he is ready to adopt any means to elude

Gabrielle's unwelcome attentions; then he is incredulous when
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he learns of her approaching marriage; and finally, man =like,

he goes so far as to reproach Ren6 for invading his territory.

It is curious to note that the only character Who even approx-

imates normality' is practically useless as far as the real

action is concerned. Rene is as ridiculous as Gabrielle, and

the only true lines in the play are those in which Gabrielle

says that she and her husband are two of a kind. They are a

species as yet foreign to everyday life. Sauvé des eaux is

founded on absurdity, and progresses from minor to major ab-

surdity with an ease which is astounding, especially in Curel.

Sauvé des eaux was never played, although Antoine

accepted it in 1891. Two years later, Curel rewrote it under

the title L'Amour brode, which was accepted at the Com4die-

Fran2aise and failed miserably. In this version the interest

is concentrated on the effort of Gabrielle to marry Rene, who

is christened Charles. The frivolous Jeanne becomes Emma, a

sensible old maid who has bonds of gratitude toward the young

man and thus is disposed to help him. The story of L'Amour

brode is something like this: Gabrielle, a young widow, is

very much in love with Charles Miran. She has made it plain

on various occasions that marriage would be acceptable in her

eyes but he obstinately disregards all hints. She sends for

him to corre to her after hearing that he has attempted suicide.

When he arrives, she offers herself in marriage; he declines

on the grounds of her superior fortune. At the end of the
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first act, Gabrielle is searching for some motive of sufficient
seriousness to compel him to overlook their difference in for-

tunes. By accident she hits on the story that she has been

mistreated and abandoned by her lover. This time ,Agnes and

RaphaEL are more life -like; they are dismayed and hurt by their
ward's shame. Charles, whose former indifference toward Gabri-

elle has changed to love, is cut to the quick by her confession;

however, he consents to marry her, and she is left undecided

as to whether he is marrying her out of nobility of soul or

interest in her fortune.

At the beginning of the second act, Emma tells

Charles the truth about Gabrielle. He is overjoyed by this

news, and when the latter arrives to see him he cannot play

his part. He reproaches her for attempting to deceive him,

and she swears that it is Emma who lied. The tragedy is re-
peated. Is Charles a hero or a villain? Is Gabrielle a saint
or a sinner? Neither knows what to believe. From that point

on, L'Amour brode is Sauvé des eaux almost word for word until

the last scene, when Charles sees that to prove his love once

and forever he must fulfill his threat, and shoots himself.

L'Amour brode is a distinct improvement over Sauve

des eaux in that the plot is simplified and thus attains a
certain unity which is totally lacking in the original. The

central idea is Gabrielle's effort to marry the man of her

choice and to plumb the depths of his character. The second
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version almost attains the dignity of a tragedy.

In spite of the obvious limitations imposed by a

theme of this sort, L'Amour brode shows a definite step to-

ward mastery in the treatment of the complexities inherent

in the unusual, if not abnormal, mentalities concerned. Al-

though the characters are still by and large outside the pale

of the ordinary, they are humanized in the second version.

Gabrielle is mature; she knows what she wants. Her method is

faulty, but the definiteness of her purpose redeems her choice

to a certain extent. Gabrielle forgets that one must not jest

with love, and to achieve her goal provides a stimulus for ac-

tion which unfortunately involves a misapprehension on Charles's

part of her own true character. The only logical end of their

duel of love is tragedy. Charles is also more comprehensible,

although his character still shows a volatile element in the

change from indifference toward Gabrielle to one of intense

love capable of sacrifice. He no longer seems the somewhat

depraved youth of Sauvé des eaux. Emma, the Jeanne of the

first play, becomes important to the development of the story.

She is no longer purely passive; she furnishes the stimulus for

the crisis by telling Charles the truth about Gabrielle's

proposal. Raphal and Agné'stake on a more human coloring by

their reaction to Gabrielle's account of her betrayal. One

of the most important aids to unification in L'Amour brode is

the elimination of Cyrille, whose presence in Sauve des eaux
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was not only of doubtful importance but in a certain measure

detracted from the total effect of the play.

In sum, L'Amour brode shows a much more intelligent

and capable analysis of character and situation than the orig-

inal. Curel has injected a sounder psychology into his

characters in such a way that they almost have the breath

of life.

After the failure of L'Amour brode, Curel left the

subject alone until 1913, when he rewrote it, calling it

La Danse devant le Miroir.

"Mon unique but, en composant cette pI ce, était
de me donner le plaisir de triompher d'un sujet
qui semblait me défier, mais je n'avais aucune-
ment l'intention de la faire jouer." 2'

The final version is much unlike the two earlier ones as

is possible for a play with an almost identical theme.

La Danse devant le Miroir is very much like L'Amour

brode in that the theme is a duel of love. Gabrielle is now

called Rhine; Emma has become Louise, a cousin considerably

older, companion to the young girl, and at the same time a

good friend of Charles, now named Paul. Régine and Paul have

been almost constant companions for the last few months. With-

out actually proposing to her, he has let her see that she

means a great deal to him. The evening before, at a dance,

Régine has practically insisted on a declaration, but Paul

2. CarreT, Thetre, Tome 1, P. 71.
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was inexplicably silent. After she reached home, she went

secretly to his apartment, intending to give herself without

marriage, and found him in the arms of a street woman. In

the morning, Louise shows her an account of Paul's attempted

suicide, and at the moment they finish reading the newspaper,

Paul is announced.. He has come to say goodby, but remains to

declare his love and his desire to marry her, which has been

rendered forever impossible by the loss of his fortune. Natu-

rally Regine tries to persuade him to marry her in spite of

this. He refuses persistently. In an effort to prove to Paul

the purity of his love, Régine asks him if he would rescue her

if she were scorned and dishonored. He swears that he would;

then he jumps to the conclusion that this is actually the case

and twits her with her skill in extracting this promise from

him. At first Régine does not understand his meaning at all;

only after his departure, when she relates their interview to

Louise, does the truth dawn on her. Then she begins to suspect

Paul of wishing to marry her solely on account of her fortune;

as this is the only possible explanation of his agreement to

marry a woman whom he believes utterly fallen.

The next day, according to their plan, Régine is to

go to his apartment. , Louise precedes her to explain the mis-

understanding to Paul, whose acute anguish turns to the most

lively joy when he learns that his ideal is what he believed

her to be. When R6gine comes, fully determined to let him
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believe what he surmised in order to marry him, he cannot

live up to the role of tragic disappointment which seems nec-

essary. At last he tells her that Louise has told him the

truth; and Régine, indignant, swears that Louise was mistaken,

that it is all true, and even more than she had hinted at first.

Paul is crushed; when she takes pity on him and tries to tell

him the truth, he refuses to listen and swears he will kill

himself after the wedding.

The third act takes place in the country, the night

after the ceremony. Régine has found a letter addressed "To

my wife, to be delivered after my death" which almost con-

vinces her that Paul is not the adventurer she believed him.

She has also found a postal card addressed to him which re-

plies to his request for a lodge in Italy for the honeymoon,

and this confirms her original idea that he never intended to

kill himself. When he comes to her room , radiant with love,

he confesses that he has known for a month that Louise had told

him the truth, and begs her to let love rule her decision and

to become his wife. She consents. When he sees her convinced

for the moment of his honesty, he shoots himself in order to

leave the image of himself intact in her eyes.

The final version is infinitely superior to its

predecessors. The theme, stated by Louise in the second act,

has a certain universality which is utterly lacking in the

two earlier plays.
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Devant celui qu'on aime, on contemple son pro-
pre idgal qu'un tre, jaloux de vous plaire,
vous offre plus ou moins bien imite... Lorsque
l'accord de deux amants est parfait, chacun
d'eux se voit dans un miroir, se prend pour
l'autre et se contemple avec ivresse, sans s'a-
percevoir qu'il est seult3

The lovers are no longer simply individuals; they are the symbol

and resume of love as Curel sees it. The simplicity and genuine

sincerity which Curel brings to La Danse devant le Miroir are

sufficient to give the play a richer and more complete vitality

than Sauvé des eaux or L'Amour brode. Régine is no longer a

woman governed entirely by her reason; she does not commence

Paul's torture in cold blood. It is only when his hypothesis

falls into her hands ready -made that she avails herself of it to

bring about their marriage. Nor is Paul the stilted, declamatory

partner of a "raisonneuse; he is a man, full- blooded, proud,

yet humble in his love. The two of them are young people of far

more than average charm and sensitiveness instead of shadows from

a curious dream world of sophistry and mistrust. It is the ex-

treme of their sensibility which leads to the exaggerations

which cause their tragedy. And Louise is equally human, although

endowed with a superior perception of the folly of these two

which is due to her years. it is the human quality of these cha-

racters which, combined with their universality, gives to them

a touch of the epic proportions of Le jeu de l'amour et du ha-

sard or of On ne badine pas avec l'amour. Any attempt to under -

3. Curel, The tre complet, tome 1, p. 153.
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stand the so- called abnormalities of Régine and Paul should

begin and end with the couplet from Corneille, in which fate

is spoken of as adjusting the individual's lot according to

his capacities:

Et comme il voit en nous des'% mes peu communes,
Hors de l'ordre commun il nous fait des fortunes.4

The superiority of La Danse devant le Miroir,

lies in the humanizing of the characters, but there are

other improvements which contribute a great deal to the fi-

nal effect. Curel+s ability to prune out unnecessary bits of

conversation and plot, as well as characters, combines with

the universality of subject to make a play head and shoulders

above the failures out of which it grew. Just as Cyrille was

eliminated in L'Amour brode, so are Rapha4l and Agnis in

La Danse devant le Miroir. The final version deserves suc-

cess; there is a classic simplicity of action which progresses

with convincing force to an inevitable conclusion. It is

interesting to note that each revision of a Curel play ap-

proaches more and more the three unities of the classic

theater.

La Figurante, the original version of which was

written in 1889, and refused by the Odéon and the Théátre-

Franc ais, was not played until the Th6 tre de la Renaissance

accepted the revised version and produced it in 1896. Very

much as was the case with La Danse devant le Miroir, Curel

orne retos
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did not arrive at the ultimate strength latent in the theme

until after conscientious and painstaking revision. Even then

the press classified the play as orchidaceous and decided in

general that

Le sujet que traite M. de Curel est d'une
nature extremootf are et les sentiments
dont sont animés ses personnages sont aussi
peu simples qug possible....des ages raffines,
fatiguées et meure un peu malades.

This criticism is far more just when applied to the original

than to the second version of the play, for reasons which will

be shown.

Henri de Ternay, a promising young politician, is

in love with his mistress of several years' standing, H4l4ne

de Givernis, who is ambitious for her lover. His success

hinges on having a woman in his home who will be capable of

creating party unity; for this reason Hil 'ne is hunting a

wife who will accept her position as hostess and not lay

claim to other wifely prerogatives. Her choice is Fran2oise,

a young school teacher, very much in love with a journalist.

This young man has just informed her that he will never marry

a penniless girl. Thus she feels free to accept Mme de Gi-

vernis's offer, guessing that the mistress in question is

none other than Mme de Givernis herself. Two minutes after

Henri is presented to her, the affair is concluded, and the

point of departure is passed.

5. Curet, Théátre complet, Tome 2, p.2Í .
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The rest of the play shows Frans ois e e s effort to win her

husband! s love and her ultimate success.

The crisis comes when Hélmne realizes the hold

Fran ;oise has on Henri; and her last effort to keep her

lover is an attempt to discredit his wife. She sends for

Pierre, the journalist Franoise loved, hoping that she will

become his mistress. At the first word of love, Fran5o ise

sends him away. At this same time, through his wife's machi-

nations, Henri is named Assistant Secretary of State; in his

pleasure, he lets his real feelings for Fran ;oise appear.

Hléne is defeated. The pact of partnership is dissolved;

Franpise is no longer a mere figurehead.

The central idea consists sirrrply of a sort of

combat waged over the possession of Henri. Its development,

however, warps the possibilities of the theme, for the conflict

becomes bitter and even somewhat sordid. Worse than that, the

point of departure is doubtful. It is difficult to make char-

acters acceptable when they seem utterly inconsistent. Fran -

coise is supposed to be very much in love with her young re-

porter; yet five minutes after he announces that he will never

marry her, she has concluded her agreement to marry Henri.

This is plausible only when her disappointment is deep and

passionate enough to drive her to despair; but her character

has been depicted as admirably contained and even cold. Then,

too, Héléne' s attempt to retain her hold on Henri seems futile,

and her method more than a little ridiculous. If she realizes
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that Franfoise actually loves her husband - and why else

would she consider her a dangerous rival? - she should know

that the young man would have no chance at all.

The second version is greatly different, although

the essential theme is the same. The original situation is

identical except that Fran2oise is Héléne's husband's niece

and is seemingly interested in nothing but her personal ad-

vancement. M. de Monneville has known of his wife's infidel-

ity for some time. For this reason he takes pleasure in add-

ing to Henri's uncomfortable conviction that he needs a wife,

and in fostering Alane's belief that Franpoise is utterly

cold and heartless. Theodore persuades his niece to accept

this equivocal position, insisting that her genuine love for

Henri will triumph.

From that point out, the story is almost the same.

Fran ;oise gets the ascendant by a clever faux pas. At a gath-

ering of young married women, Fran ;oise has made a naive com-

ment possible only to a woman married in name only. Naturally

her relatives are indignant and spread the story, damaging

Henri's prestige. Theodore congratulates FranFoise, who tells

him that she has just achieved her husband's appointment as

Minister of Foreign Relations. She begs her uncle to empha-

size her cold temperament when he talks with Henri; it seems

that Henri has become very much enamored of his wife and has

been trying to persuade her to become actually his wife, with-

out however promising to give up H4].ne. Instead of that Théo-
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dore reveals Franoise's true character to her husband, who
is overjoyed to learn that she loves him. Huelane walks in

just at the moment when he is about to promise to give her up

and carries off the prize. FranSoise, alone, plans to leave

the house forever.

When Theodore shows her that strategy is in her

favor, and that Henri can be won over easily, she consents

to stay. At that moment Héléne comes in to apologize and

attempts to conciliate her rival. Henri, frightened at the

thought of losing his wife, has compelled HéAne to humble

herself. Franoise sees that she has won.

The second version is much more logical and plausi-

ble. In the first place, the point of departure is no longer

inadmissible. Henri is represented as desirous of establish-

ing a home; Franoise is enough in love with him to be glad

to have the chance to win his love; and from every angle their

marriage seems desirable instead of the haphazard affair of

the first version; and in the second place, the characters

are made much more sympathetic. Henri is made more consis-

tent by showing his rapidly increasing boredom with Helene in

the first act. Theodore's hints have told on him; he is am-

bitious and wants a wife to help him on his way. Moreover,

his disgust with Mine's jealousy puts him in the ideal atti-

tude to form a new attachment. Thus his love for Franfoise

is the natural outgrowth of character and situation instead
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of an unexpected development. Instead of making the struggle

purely between Franpoise and Hélne, with the ensuing harden-

ing of Fran ;oise' s character, Curel substitutes a deus ex

machina to control the action. It is Théodore who is the brains

behind Françoise' s success, although she is herself intelli-

gent enough to capitalize her opportunities. Through this

substitution, the stigma of scheming is removed from Fran -

poise, which keeps her from seeming an adventuress.

Certain critics objected to the original Fran; oise

on the grounds that her antagonism to H léne is unwarranted.6

In the new version, she is given three good motives for desir-

ing to win her husband's love. There is no Pierre; she is in
w t1

loveAHenri from the beginning, and so violently in love that

his relationship with Hél' ne makes her almost desperate. The

second motive is her pride of family. HAéne is the wife of

Franloise's uncle, whom she loves and respects, and it is only

natural to resent conduct which is an affront to a member of

one's own family. The third motive, which appears after the

marriage, is her pride as a woman. No true woman could relish

being married to a man whose love she can never possess. Her

first step is to conquer and possess that love, out of pride

if for no other reason.

The second version os La Figurante gains in power

and sincerity by strengthening the plot and the acceptability

of the characters, especially that of Françoise, and by the

6. Chandler, The Contemporary French Drama, p. 195.
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elimination of the quite unecessary Pierre. Curel's matur-

ing power appreciates simplicity of theme, unity of action

and humanization of character.

Curel's first play to show a glimpse of the heights

he was capable of attaining, as well as his first play to reach

the stage, was L'Envers d'une Sainte, which appeared on the

boards of Antoine's Free Theater in 1892. Its appearance was

hailed by a storm of contention. Sarcey and the old guard con-

demned it as "une piace crevante!" 74' Jules Lemattre and the

moderns, inured to the ultra -naturalism then current, greeted

it with the enthusiasm they felt to be its due. But it is a

far cry from the theater of a Henri Becque to the theater of

a Curel. Indeed, aside from his realism in stage setting and

the realism in his portrayal of souls, Curel has nothing in

common with the naturalistic theater. However, it is begging

the question to term the surgical work of laying bare the minds

and souls of his characters realism; if this were realism,

then classical tragedy is most realistic, and all standards

for classification are swept away.

L'Envers d'une Sainte, as originally shown, is the

story of Julie Renaudin, an ex -nun whose return to her home

brings about the situation exposed by the play. Years before,

she has attempted to kill the wife of the man she loves; to

expiate her crime, which the wife alone comprehended, she en-

ters a convent, which she leaves only when she learns of Henri's

Curel, T re comp e , Tome 2. p. 17.
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death. In her first interview with Jeanne, the wife, the
latter admits that she was forced to tell her husband the
truth about her so- called accident. Julie rages; her years
of torment have been wasted, since the one person whose opin-

ion matters to her learned of her guilt. Her revenge begins

to take shape as she wins the love and confidence of Christine,

Jeanne' s daughter.

Christine is engaged; the sight of her happiness
irritates Julie's deceived heart. When the young girl finds

a picture of Julie in the mud and brings it to her, Julie's

anger in this proof of Henri's indifference to the souvenir

of their love goads her to vengeance. She has learned about

an early liaison of Christine's fiance, and she flaunts this
knowledge in his face in such a way that the young girl feels
obliged to renounce her happiness. The engagement is broken

- not, however, before the fiance tells Julie what she is in

no uncertain terms.

Christine decides to take Julie's place in the con-

vent, much against her mother's wish. Jeanne attempts to soft-

en Julie's heart and re- create her daughter's happiness. But

the saint is implacable; she takes a grim delight in forcing a

fate similar to her own on the innocent child. It is not un-

til she learns, during a conversation with Christine, that Henri

died loving her that Julie is moved to release her hold on the

girl's mind, allow her to fulfill her destiny, and go back
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to bury herself in the convent she hates.

In the second version L'Envers d'une Sainte becomes

truly what the title claims, instead of another L'Ortie, the

original title. The play is now a study of the conflict of

jealousy and penitence in a woman's soul, instead of a study

of implacable hate. It is one of the most remarkable studies

of the effect of the cloister on an impassioned heart in any

literature.

The original premise is the same. When Jeanne tells

Julie that her husband knew the truth about the accident, the

latter's rage is calmed only when Christine relates to her the

message of love and remorse which Henri sent from his death-

bed. Her jealousy is appeased, but not her feeling of antago-

nism toward the wife, although like a good christian she is

determined to forgive and forget.

Quite by accident, an ex -pupil tells Julie about

the early love affair of Christine's fiance. Then when the

girl herself brings to Julie the portrait she has found in

the bottom of a little pond, Julie believes that after all

Jeanne's story killed Henri's love and she is determined to

have vengeance. To this end she repeats the story she has just

heard in such a way that Christine is outraged and determines

to break off her engagement. Julie's mother accidentally

places the instrument for Julie's vengeance in her hands

when she remarks:
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Prends garde qu'elle n'aille prendre ta place
au couvent. ....Et puis songe á sa mare qui
resterait seule. Sa position serait lamenta-
ble. Elle n'est pas de force supporter
l'isolement ....8'

And to this . her daughter responds, her eyes sparkling but in

an indifferent tone:

Quelle id4et 8'

Her mother's suggestion becomes Julie's plan. The

pathetic plea of Jeanne for her daughter's happiness leaves

Julie cold; she is inspired by a sort of mystic fatalism com-

bined with her desire for vengeance to reply that the welfare

of Christine's soul is her only concern. The tide is turned

by the intervention of Julie's pupil, who lays bare to her the

supreme selfishness of her noblest friendships and the loss

of faith due to her philosophical instruction in the convent.

Julie's sincere repentance for the harm she has wrought in her

effort to strengthen her pupils s faith leads her to denounce

herself in the presence of Christine and Jeanne; thus the spir-

itual guidance of the young girl is returned to her mother;

and Jeanne, who at last learns the cause for Julie's conduct,

admits that it was she and not her husband who threw the pie -

ure away.

In justice to Sarcey, it must be admitted that the

first version of L'Envers d'une Sainte is indeed appalling.

ure re comp e , ome pID .
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Curel later realized that his pen had betrayed his conception

of the play, as evidenced by the original title, L'Ortie. In-

stead of the real but two -sided saint he had intended to por-

tray, the author had created a nettle. Julie is most unsympa-

thetic; she is a scourge, not a saint. Public feeling ran

high against her, so much so that Georges is cheered heartily

in the scene wherein he gives Julie a tongue- lashing. The

author, admitting his mistake, rewrote the play to eliminate

those characteristics which antagonize and to re- create the

Julie of his inspiration,

une femme volontairement sainte, criminelle
inconsciente, sacrifiée et passionniee, ré-
clamée par l'homme et confisqu4e par Dieu.9

It is often said, and not without a great deal of

truth, that Francois de Curel's particular preoccupation is

the study of human souls, and that these souls are in general

those of extraordinary if not actually abnormal human beings.

Julie is not abnormal but she is certainly extraordinary. She

is a woman of extreme sensibility, capable of passionate devo-

tion to whatever idea claims her heart. This ardor binds her

to the man of her choice with a love which, frustrated, turns

into an equally deep jealousy, which acts upon her whole being

like poison. It makes her commit crimes; but actual violence

reawakens the better impulses in her, and she feels deepest

remorse plus gratitude to Jeanne for not denouncing her. She

flings herself into the religious life with absolute sincerity,

ure , T eR re comp e , ome PP
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hoping to expiate her crime and attain peace. Her inner con-

flict is reduced to two elements; love versus religion, or

jealousy versus repentance. When circumstances force Julie's

ultimate passionate negation of her years of servitude, then,

and then only, her jealousy is unchained and the cold tempest

of her wrath blasts the happiness of the circle about her.

Julie is also a woman of reason as well as passion, and when

she realizes the damage she has done, not only to Jeanne and

Christine, but to many of her young pupils, she is shaken to

the depths of her soul. Her expiation is to return to -the.con-

vent she hates in the position of a menial. The whole tempest-

uous depths of Julie +s nature are not discovered until she

herself analyzes in sorrow and despair the motives which have

led her astray. Here is an anguished soul betrayed by its

noblest motives:

Ah, miserable saintét6, dont le Tentateur se
fait un allié pour nous perdrez ...Vertu 1
double tranchant,iaui la bonne parole asso-
cie la calomniet

By making the play more convincing from the psycho-

logical point of view, Curel has made it more solid from the

dramatic point of view. In the original, there were two char -

acters whose presence detracted from the effect of unity; Georges

Pierrard, the fiancé, and Tante Nolmie, Julie's confidante,

who are eliminated in the revised version. In their stead

Odile, the_ ex -pupil of Julie, is introduced in order to sus-

tain the element of chance. She represents fate as in Greek

10. Curel, Theatre complet. Tome 2, p. 126.
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tragedy. It is through the mouth of Odile and not by letter

that Julie receives the information concerning Christine's

fiance. Odile becomes the cog about which hinges the final

repentance of Julie's heart; whereas in the first version it

is brought about by Christine, who relates the message from

her dying father. As several critics have pointed out, Chris-

tine might well have delivered this message in the first act,

and then there would have been no play. Curel took this as a

piece of advice, and makes Christine's story balance the ef-

fect of her mother's confession in the first act of the revis-

ion; the crisis is due to the incident of the portrait, when

Julie believes it to give the lie to Christine's assurance of

her father's love.

The only obvious weakness which is not eliminated

in the final version of L'Envers dune Sainte is-that same in-

cident of the portrait. Some impulsion is necessary to drive

Julie to the point of vengeance, but this choice is psychologi-

cally improbable. Since Christine has every reason to know

the situation as regards Julie and her father, it is highly

improbable that she, a young woman and not a child, would

bring up a souvenir which can arouse only unhappy memories.

If the portrait is the only piece of stage machinery available,

it should be introduced by a person not so directly connected

with the facts of the case or else by Julie herself.

L'Envers dune Sainte, influenced in setting and

sobriety of theme by the realistic trend of the times, is a

sincere, compelling and convincing portrayal of the conflict
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in a woman's soul. There is a nobility of theme in the anal-

ysis of penitence struggling with love which is conspicuously

absent in the study of a woman deliberately exercising cruelty.

The superiority of Curel's second version lies in this same

conflict which makes Julie alternate between the outraged lover

and the sincere penitent; she appears to be more the victim

of fate than an avenging fury.

Curel's next play brought him the recognition he

deserved. Les Fossiles was admitted to be superb, even by

Sarcey, who had always insisted that Curel would never write

good theater. Hailed everywhere as a great tragedy, Les Fos -

siles is a notably competent forecast of what the great Cure-________

ian drama is to be; a central idea expressed in poetic images,

a setting in keeping with the passions evoked, and characters

for whom the action to come is no more than the concrete form

of a belief.11 The author's scope is vastly enlarged; the

play is concerned more with an ideal which motivates the indi-

viduals than with their interplay on each other. This ideal

is pride, as in the preceding plays, but instead of selfish

pride it is pride in a great family whose fate is destruction.

The action takes place in a country estate in the

Ardennes, in the midst of a wild uncultivated country, far from

civilization, where the duc de Chantemelle, a man kin by char-

acter and choice to the forest in which he lives, with his

daughter Claire and his wife, is anxiously watàhing the life

a ou, H s o re e a -ra ure ranpa se con empo-
raine, p. M.
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of his only son burn itself out. Robert is in the last stages

of tuberculosis; his knowledge of his condition prompts him

to confess to his mother an affair with H4lane Vatrin, a girl

formerly employed as Claire's companion. The duchesse has dis-

charged her on suspicion that she is the ducts mistress. Rob-

ert's confession is also prompted by a desire to provide for

his tiny son.

He reckons without his father. The duc, too, has

had a liaison with H611ne; but his feeling for the Chantemelle

line far outweigh his transient jealousy when informed that

Robert is the father of the child. He determines, with absolute

disregard of the moral question involved, to marry the two

young people, thereby providing a Chantemelle heir. Robert,

influenced by his very great desire to keep the race alive

as well as by his love for H4l6e, agrees to this plan. Claire,

knowing the truth about the ducts relationship with her, is

determined to prevent it as the most horrible of crimes until

she learns that the child actually lives. Then her father

plays upon her pride of lineage until she consents to fol-

low his will in the matter. Her conversation with Robert in

which she questions the worth of the aristocracy to France,

is a passage of rare beauty of expression and feeling.

The crisis comes some months after the marriage.

H4l1ne, fully aware of her own sin and pathetically servile

toward the family, realizes that she can never live with them

after Robert's death. To that end she pleads with him to make
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her financially independent so that she can bring up their son.

He agrees; and to keep him from imposing this decision on the

family, his father is forced to tell him the exact reasons for

Hélénets unworthiness for such a post. Robert cannot live af-

ter this blow to his love, and plans to leave immediately for

the Ardennes, which is certain death for him.

The last act takes place just before Robert's buri-

al. Claire reads his will, in which Robert expresses his wish

that his son be brought up as a man of his epoch, at the same

time respecting the tradition of his family. At his majority

he is to be told of the sacrifice made for him. The child,with

his mother and Claire, is to live apart from the duc and duchesse;

and Claire vows over her brother's body to devote her entire

life to that of his son.

The version given above is the revision, which dif-

fers from the original in only one important point; instead of

the duc himself, a servant whom the duc has discharged tells

Robert of his father's relationship with Helene. The second

version, which does not attempt to avoid the "scene á faire"

between Robert and the duc, gains enormously in power and tra-

gic significance by meeting the issue instead of avoiding it

by a makeshift.

Les Fossiles more than any play in the first group

attains the dignity of sincere and moving tragedy. The char-

acters are truly Cornelian in the grandeur of their inner con-
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filet, wherein the beauty lies

non pas entre le devoir et la passion (car la
plus 41Cmentaire morale nous oblige á choisir
le devoir, et dans ce choix il y a du merite
et non pas de la grandeur, encore moins de
l'h6ro'isme) mais entre deux devoirs. 12.

These people are superhuman but true to life. They belong

to a superior kind of humanity, above current codes of morali-

ty, which sacrifices in cold blood all accepted principles as

well as its tranquility of conscience on the altar of an ideal;

the preservation of their line.13.

The duc towers above the others in his fierce de-

votion to the cause he serves. He is almost a monster in his

choice of his duty as head of the family at the expense of his

duty as father and husband. Yet it is difficult to say where

the sublime stops and the monstrous begins. In any event, it

is certain that the duc is awe- inspiring when, without regard

for moral law or his personal feeling, he cries out

S'il [Robert savait: ...Eh bien, il me tuerait,
mais au fond il penserait que je gouverne bien ma
maison... Un crime? ...Crime, soit... Le vieux
he manque encore ni d'energie ni d'audace
Qu'importe h présent de qui est l'enfant
Il est d notre sang et je n'en demande pas da-
vantage:4

And when he fears that the heir paid for so dearly is about

to escape this destiny, the due does not hesitate to sacri-

fice a human life to keep his hold on the future in this child.

To Robert he says:

Des Granges, s . e a r., p. 0.

13. Pronier, La Vie et l' Oeuvre de F. de Curel, p. 72.
14. Curel, ThOtre Complu, Tome II, p. 134.
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A. -nous: J'ai eu la mire á Chantemelle ava t
toit J'ai commis le crime de te la faire 4-
pouser pour perpétuer le nom qui s'éteignait.
Et je ne te laisserai pas nous arracher, pour
le livrer h des mains indignes, l'infant payé
si cher: Il appartient á la famille, je te
defends d'y toucher; Voilá qui est dit. (Su-
bitement calme et hautain) Maint1 ant, si tu
veux que je meure, je suis prit.

The intensity of his passion and the gigantic proportion of

his character make the duc seem on the same plane as a

Macbeth.

The most poignant tragedy is that of Claire, whose

whole nature rebels against the crime she is compelled to

commit if she fulfills her duty toward the family. Claire is

purity itself; yet she does not hesitate in her choice between

her duty toward her brother, thich is at the same time her

moral duty, and her duty toward the race. She is victimized..

Her entire life is immolated on the altar of family pride. In

Claire, Curel touches the heights of pure tragedy. She is the

worthy sister of a man like Robert, whose one thought after

the collapse of his love is to die quickly and to assure the

future of the line in that of his child. His agony is not

betrayed by a single cry or groan; he sacrifices himself

without a word to his conception of his duty in regard to his

family and his class.

Les Fossiles has been erroneously referred to as being

purely the study of "the conflict of old and modern traditions

within the aristocracy." 16. This statement is only partially

true; there is a certain fundamental unrest which is deep- seated

ure , e re omp e , orne , es oss es , pp.
16. Carr, 1Ón Fran ;ois de Curel", in The New York Times,
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in the mind of every member of the Chantemelle family, due

to the feeling that he is of little or no use to society. ,

This feeling is expressed by the duc when he says,

La plupart, de nos grands- payents ont jeté
hommes d'tat ou généraux celhres
J'aurais voulu, comme eux, ramasser la
gloire...Ma vie s'est passé h ronger mon
f rein.....Pendant la guerre je n' 4tais plus
un jeune homme, il ne tanait qu't moi de
rester au coin de feu. Eh bien, je suis
parti, simple soldat, A. la recherche d'une
belle mort ou d'une action d'éclat. On
m'a vu revenir malade et vaincu, n'ayant
rien ajouté au nom qu'on m'a l gué...Mais
a moins, sacredieu: ne le laissons pas
pbrir: C'est encore travailler pour la
gloire, que de maintenir Celle qui nous
est transmise, jusqu'4. ce qu'un Chante -
melle plus int4lligent ou plus heureux
fasse jaillir de nouvelles sources: 17.

but this feeling of isolation in the midst of a busy nation

need not embitter the aristocrat. Robert, who represents the

contrasting attitude of a younger generation, feels that his

class still plays a part in the history of contemporary France:

Nous ne sommes plus rien en France: Si,
nous sommes les oubli4s, les dgdaign4s,
qui paient l'ingratitude en semant autour
d'eux l'esprit d'abnégations 18,

And with this in mind he leaves instructions that his son is

to be given every opportunity to make himself a part of the

great progress of his age.

The feeling of impotence on the part of the nobili-

is evidenced throughout the play; but it is not, however, the

. ure
18. Ibid.,

- . re C omp e ome
. In-200. `
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main topic. The great significance of Les Fossiles lies in

its majestic delineation of the tragedy which lies latent

in fanatical devotion to any ideal.

The success of Les Fossiles was followed almost

immediately by that of L' Invitée, which enjoyed the first

popular acclaim to come to a play by Curel. Much as the play

deserves success, it is the present critic's conviction that

its popularity was due not to the perspicacity but to the

short -sightedness of the public. Far from being simply a

comedy of family life, as it was in general considered,

L' Invitee contains all the subtlety of irony, pessimism and

analysis of unusual character which had caused the main ob-

jections of the public to his earlier plays.

Sixteen years before the story begins, when Anna de

Grgcourt discovered that the husband she idolized was unfaith-

ful, she hastily abandoned her home and children to return to

her native land. In Vienna she resumed her life of elegant

social leader, and her husband's invitation to visit her old

home makes her feel nothing bit curiosity about the old en-

vironment.

Anna's profound disillusionment when she sees her

once adored husband Is both comical and sad. He has become

paunchy, bald and very fatuous, so much so that she exclaims

to the friend,

J'ai manqué lui rire au nez ...pour un rien
je fondrais en larmes ...Se dire: 'Voile l'étre
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ridicule pour l'amour duquel je me suis rendue
extraordinairement malheureuse t 19.

The emotions whose recurrence she had feared are entirely

absent. Instead of any stirring of her maternal feelings,

she experiences only a sort of curiosity about her two

daughters. It is not long until Anna finds out that the

reason for her invitation is not purely disinterested. The

girls have been very badly brought up; the popular idea that

their mother is in an insane asylum, the story given out by

Hubert at the time of her departure, only adds to their dif-

ficulties in finding suitors. Hubert wants Anna to take them

off his hands, a desire Which they heartily second, for they

are painfully conscious of their faulty education and of their

questionable position in a household where their father's mis-

tress lives as head of the household. Anna is loth to give

up her liberty, the only consolation for her wrecked life,

in return for the grave responsibility of two girls who are

comparative strangers to her. Nevertheless she feels a cer-

tain sympathy toward them when they plead their cause. The

two girls make a desperate attempt to drive out the outsider

in their effort to keep Anna with them, if they may not go

with her. At last, she takes pity on them, resigns herself to

the inevitable, and takes them to Vienna to start again.

The judgment of the general public that L'InvitCe

is nothing more than a sprightly comedy of family life is

19. Curel, The tre complet, tome III, p. 7b -6.
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faulty, but it has the advantage of avoiding the inevitable

question raised in the mind of critics: Is Anna true to

life? Her conduct toward her husband is rather bizarre, but

acceptable from the point of view of the betrayed wife. It

seems impossible for a mother to leave her two children with

never a backward glance, never a direct inquiry for sixteen

years, but on closer examination, Anna's conduct with respect

to them is explicable. She says that

Aux yeux de l'amoureuse que j'6tais, mes
enfants représentaient des heures d'amour.
En eux c'était leur pare que j'adorais.
Ap rés ma fatale découverte, lorsque au mo-
ment de partir j'ai voulu les serrer dans
mes bras, je n'ai pas pu... Mon coeur de
:Are se déchirait, mon coeur d'épouse de-
testait... C'est lui qui l'a emporté...2Ó

Anna is another version of Nora, the heroine of The Doll House,

who feels that the preservation of her self respect and the

assertion of her individuality point to a certain line of con-

duct in apparent conflict with her duty as wife and mother.

The curious lassitude of her soul gives rise to an expression

of one side of the Curelian philosophy:

Jg suis restée honnéte et ma satisfaction est
médiocre; vous [Hubert avez sérvi vos passions,
et votre félicité est mince. ...yon pauvre ami,

ménent á Rome.tous les chemins

This lassitude is represented as the effect of her years of

stoic suppression of any emotion whatever, so that when there

20. Curel, Th a re complet, tome III, p. 40.
21. Curel, TrfAtre complet, tome III, p. 135.
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is real occasion for sentiment and feeling she is incapable

of it. Back of Curel's treatment of this subject is his

conviction that the empty social life of his heroine is

largely responsible for her reaction when she sees her hus-

band and daughters. Her situation is somewhat analogous to

that of Julie in L'Envers d'une Sainte, in that each shows

the effect of a certain environment on a passionate and in-

tellectual soul driven into retreat for a reason of the

heart.

Aside from the analysis of a woman's heart,

L' Invitee is noteworthy because of its sparkling and

concise dialogue and its mastery of style.
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CHAPTER III.

The Period of M stery.
1898 -1906

In the period of his apprenticeship, Curel had evol-

ved the characteristics which were to distinguish his great

plays; a central idea, a poetic or poeticized setting, char-

acters for whom the action seems the natural outgrowth of the

conviction which animates them, and a careful and sympathetic

analysis of these same characters. He had not only mastered

the formula peculiar to his plays but had achieved the perfec-

tion of style which alone can animate this framework.

In 1895 Curel wrote the play of which the revision

three years later was to become his masterpiece and to receive

the highest recognitions. La Nouvelle Idole, which was incor-

porated into the repertory of the Comédie- Frauaise in 1914,

assured Curel' s fame by keeping this play before successive

publics for whom it has increasing appeal. The instantaneous

success of La Nouvelle Idole, which is certainly the most stim-

ulating of Curel+ s plays as to mental effect, is due to the

presentation of the author. When he wrote the first version,

he realized that the subject was much too hardy to be tried

on the stage at that time. For this reason he published it

in the Revue de Paris, where it obtained more sympathetic

consideration than would have bean possible to stage produc-

tion. Three years later, after the success of Le Repas du

Lion, Curel thought the time had come to venture La Nouvelle
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Idole, not, however, before he had revised and simplified the

original. The poetic portions of the play, which add enor-

mously to the power of the whole, were injected during the

process of revision. Before proceeding to a consideration

of the play itself, it is wise to note the purpose of the au-

thor as stated in his Historique in the Thltátre complet.

Je mutais uniquement attaché á suivre en eux
[les personnages] les influences paralléles de
la science, de l'amour et de la foi La
n ture humaine, si pesamment charge de basses
h6rédit4s, ne doit négliger aucun des moyens de
s t 6lever qui s'offrent á elle. Tendre vers Dieu
par la foi, vers la v4rit6 par la science, vers
la beauté par l'amour ...Tele est la conclu-
sion de La Nouvelle Idole.

The situation at the beginning of the play is this:

Albert Donnat, a great scientist, is at work on a serum to cure

cancer. To further his research, he has secretly inoculated

Antoinette, an orphan who is hopelessly ill with tuberculosis,

with the serum to cause cancer. In some way the papers have

gotten hold of the information that Dr. Donnat is using his

patients as experimental guinea -pigs, and the government is

about to investigate the matter. Albert, warned in advance

by friends connected with the administration, has had a chance

to hide incriminating papers with his psychologist friend,

Maurice Cormier. It so happens that Maurice is paying court

to Louise Donnat, Albert's wife, and hopes to take advantage

of the threatened scandal to make her his mistress. Louise

herself senses only a profound admiration for her husband, not

17--UffFérT-ThIttre comp e , tome 3, pp .1 6-8.
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love, and has grown to resent her feeling of inferiority

with respect to him. When the knowledge of his experiment

on Antoinette comes to Louise through her husband himself,

and almost immediately thereafter the horrifying discovery

that the girl's tubercular condition is miraculously cured,

Louise accuses him of sacrificing Antoinette's life to his

thirst for personal glory. In vain Albert assures her that

he most positively knew that Antoinette could not be cured

of her original ailment or he would never have inoculated

her with cancer virus. Louise's horror of him leads her

husband to give her moral freedom from her marriage vow.

Louise goes to Cormier's apartment to seek his

personal advice about her mental suffering. During her

interview with him, Louise gradually sees the selfishness

of the man, who uses his science to attract feminine vic-

tims. Love to him is an hallucination; yet he does not

hesitate to profit by the "hallucinations" he inspires.

He disgusts her so thoroughly that at the moment her hus-

band is announced she is ready to leave in indignation.

Cormier does not understand her sympathy for her husband

and insists on her staying until after Albert has gone.

Louise profits from the circumstance to hear their conver-

sation from a hiding- place.

Albert's very real suffering caused by the action

which now appears_ to him a crime leads him to ask Cormier's
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affirmation of his right as scientist to work for the benefit

of humanity. His materialism is fearfully shaken by this pos-
.

itive proof of his own fallibility; and the evidence of a su-

perior power in Antoinette's cure, added to his own observation,

cause him to seek confirmation of his conviction of a supreme

wisdom whose ineffable power synthesizes all lesser wisdom.

Albert's urgent need for spiritual support is due to his most

recent experiment; he has taken justice into his own hands

and has forfeited his own life by inoculating himself, for

only through him can humanity profit from Antoinette's suf-

fering. Cormier, not comprehending his need for spiritual

comfort, insists that God is only a superstition. After Al-

bert's departure, his wife rushes in, transfigured with admi-

ration. She understands that the new experiment has been made

on himself; and she resolves to inspire in him the faith which

is necessary to a man in his position.

Loui s e' s effort to help her husband takes form when

she convinces him of her re- awakened love. Only when she of-

fers herself for the experiment does he understand the real

heroism of the love which he has neglected. Antoinette's ar-

rival to stay in their home for observation and treatment brings

about her confession that she has known all the time that Don -

nat had made some sort of experiment on her, without knowing

the exact nature of it. In reply to his agonized self-accusa-

tions, she replies that she is well satisfied to give her life
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in a lump sum rather than piecemeal to the humanity she had

intended to serve as a Sister of Charity. The curtain falls

as Donnat voices his recognition of the superior heroism of

blind faith and adoring love. The full force of the tragedy

lies in the last lines,

Albert.

.... Oui,lorsqu'il s'agit de ne pas crever
comme un chien, mais de finir noblement, c'est
encore aupr)s des pauvres qui adorent Di,u, et
des coeurs ardents qui aiment avec ton heroisme,
que les philosophes ont á chercher des lepons
de logique.

Louise
(se jetant dans ses bras)

Commentt tu parles d'apprendre quelque chose
de nous'. ...Albert, je vais donc pouvoir vivre
avec toi dans l'union que j'ai toujours rêvée?
I1 n'y a plus de barriere entre nous:

Albert
(se dégageant)

lus de barriere t ...(Montrant sa poitrine
a l'endroit de l'inoculation) Tu oublies!..

Rideau.'

The supreire figure is that of Albert Donnat, whose

reason has caused him to become a materialist but whose con-

science forces him to an uneasy conviction of a higher perfec-

tion. His confidence in his own ability confirms his materi-

alism until the moment his diagnostic is upset by a miracle.

Then he is forced to recognize the existence of a force over

and above reason. Curel has captured a perfect likeness of

2. Curel, Th átre complet, tome 3, pp. 250 451.
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the doctor whose daily contact with death has forced him to

place confidence in reason alone. His feeling of the impor-

tance of his mission automatically convinces him that he has

a perfect right to avail himself of every opportunity to in-

crease scientific knowledge.

Slil est permis á un g4n4ral de faire massacrer
des regiments entiers,pour l'honneur de la pa-
trie, c'est un pr4jugé de contester á un savant
le droit de sacrifier quelques existences pour
une découverte sublime ...3

Theoretically he places his faith in this doctrine, but when

it comes to actual practice, his whole being revolts against

the sacrifice of Antoinette's life, both because of his mater-

ialism and because of his conviction that he has no right to

dispose of any other life than his own. He punishes himself

with the same fate he unwittingly meted out to Antoinette.

One of the finest expressions of the will to be-

lieve as encouraged by the reason is the much- praised nenuphar

passage, in which Albert compares himself and the rest of

struggling humanity to the water -lily.

Ainsi, su mois de mai dernier, pendant le sé-
jour que j'ai fait dans ma proprio t'e du Dau-
hin6, j'allais souvent m'asseoir au bord d'un
6tang ordinairement couvert de superbes nénu-
phars blancs. Cette ann4e, á cause de la fonte
des neiges qui a éte tardive, le niveau d'eau
est rests longtemps tras élevé et les n6nuphars,
dont la tige est relativement court et qui ne
poussent que sur les bas- fonds, ne parvenaient
pas a percer. On voyait, sous une mince couche
dl eau, des centaines de boutons 1 couture blan-
che, pareils á de petites tétes au bout de longs
cous tendus, oht mais tendus á se rompre: Tous
les jours les tiges s'allongeaient, mais s'ef-
filaient en méme tempe. Je voyais mes plantes

3. Gúre1, r ITIVItre complet, tome 3, p. 185.
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á la limite de leur effort. Leur désir de vivre
avait quelque chose d'héroique. Je disais au
soleil qui les attirait: 'Soleil, triompheras -
tu? ' Et puis je voyais l'eau qui ne se di-
minuait pas assez vite et je tremblais: 'Ils
n'arriveront pas: Demain je les verrai morte
sur la vase...' A la fin, le soleil a triom-
phé. Avant mon *part, toutes les belles fleurs
de cire s'étalaient sur l'eau. Voyez -vous, mon
petit, devant cela, je n'ai pu me défendre de
réfléchir. 4-

Yet since Donnat sees the possibility that this may be only

superstition, he reaffirms his faith in science by offering

his life on the altar of the new idol. He expresses his

feelings in a conclusion full of grandeur and sincerity:

Je ne crois pas en Dieu, mais je meurs comme
si je croyais en lui...Voilá d'op me vient la
paix: 5.

The opposite to Albert in belief, but not in hero-

ism of mind and heart, is Antoinette, whose aim in life is

to devote herself to the poor. Her humble faith is suffi-

cient to cure her supposedly incurable disease in the face

of scientific impossibility; and, her humility of soul is suf-

ficient for her to say, knowing the horrible death which is

to come through her inoculation,

Vous m'auriez propos ce qui est arrivé, j'au-
rais consenti tout de suite... Me croyez -vous
donc trop sotte pour comprendre que mon mal
peut amener á guérir une foule de gens? Je
voulais 'tre soeur de charité, et consacrer ma
vie aux malades... Eh bien: Je livré ma vie en
gros, au lieu de la donner en détail: 6.

It is his appreciation of her sublime generosity which leads

. ure , T a re corr,p et, tome 3, p. 219.
5. Ibid., p. 250:
6. Ïbid., p. 24/.
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the scientist to see that the mind and soul are above the

laws of the flesh, which is another way of saying that he

recognizes the existence of a higher power.

The third figure whose individual suffering takes

on a symbolic character is Louise, whose whole being cries out

for love. She is deeply hurt by her exclusion from the prime

interests of her husband and from her love she gradually ex-

tracts a sort of indifference, relieved only by her genuine

admiration for Albert's achievement. When her admiration is

turned into horror by what she thinks a crime, she passionate-

ly desires to be free of this monster.. But her love is not

dead; it sleeps in her heart. At the first sign of her hus-

band's need of her, the first indication of the true nobility

of his character, she flies to his rescue, determined to give

her life, if necessary, to prove her love. When she pours out

to him the story of the anguished years she has spent near him,

desiring to be his intellectual companion as well as his phys-

ical mate, Albert recognizes their kinship of spirit. They

are true companions. At the moment when her happiness seems

complete, Louise's tragedy grips her afresh; Albert is al-

ready touched by death.

The high sincerity of the central figure is brought

out by means of a striking contrast. His confrere, Maurice

Cormier, is just as materialistic in creed as Donnat himself.

But science in his hands is little more than a recording of

of phenomena, not the far -seeing synthesis which can be used
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to benefit mankind. His is a knowledge based on personal

experience which he capitalizes to win public adulation,

especially that of women. He is a sort of "savant de salon ".

Twice his character is summarized to perfection. Louise's

sister says to her of him, "Il donnera un nom grec á to sou#' -

france... D'ailleurs, un garpon correct, distingul, et pas ml-

content de lui." 7 And later Albert calls him "un instrument

enr6gistreur de premier ordre." 8. Cormier is not avowedly

base, but his character is incapable of attaining the unsel-

fishness of a Donnat.

La Nouvelle Idole is indeed masterly in its noble

and profoundly moving presentation of a current moral question.

Curel has achieved a notable success in his effort to present

both sides of the question without tipping the scale in either

direction. He does this by means of his characters, who are

at the same time both individuals and symbols of their belief.

Le Repas du Lion, 1897, was the first socialistic

drama to be presented on the French stage, although Mirbeau's

Les Mauvais Berbers, somewhat similar in theme and inspired

by the same source, followed less than a month later. This

source was Hauptmann's The Weavers, the play which first pre-

sented a social theme of sufficient power to excite real en-

thusiasm. So great was the appeal of the doctrines set forth

ure , -a re comp e , orne

8. Ibid., p . 224 .
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in Le Repas du Lion that Curel's audiences `acclaimed the

truths presented as much as the theatrical qualities of the

presentation.

At the beginning of the play, Jean de Miremont, a

shy, sensitive child whose one passion is his adoration of

the family's forest domain, has taken a step which he hopes

will stop the threatened industrialization of his lands. He

has opened the flood gates of an irrigation ditch, and the

newly- developed mines are inundated. At the time he did this,

Jean did not know that there was still a worker underground;

when he learns that the man is dead as a result of his action,

he vows over the body to devote his entire life to the labor-

ing class in reparation of the crime he has committed. Only

Robert Charrier and his brother, the Abbé, know the reason

for this vow.

The second act shows Jean in the midst of his ef-

fort to apply his will toward elevating the working man. He

has spent years of grim work toward shaping his mind to be

the tool of the working classes in their struggle upward. Al-

lied to the Worker's Christian Union, Jean is preaching a veri-

table crusade by which he hopes to unify worker and industri-

al leader. His ideal is to

creer de grandes familles analogues aux anciennes
corporations: les classes dirigesntAs seraient
investies -d'une sorte de paternité; en retour, les
ouvriers auraient pour elles des sentiments f ili-
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aux. .....La religion seule peut faire que \le riche
donne sans orgueil et que le pauvre re ;nive sans
humiliation, v.

His brother -in -law, Georges Broussard, head of the vast cor-

poration which has grown up in the country Jean tried to save,

sees the inner conflict which hinders Jean's success; the

young man is not at heart convinced of the absolute truth of

the doctrine he preaches. A secret force has driven him into

a task which is discordant with his nature and his fundamen-

tal ideas. Georges has come to invite Jean to address the

workers at the Miremont plant, an invitation which is seconded

by a committee of the workers themselves. Each side expects

Jean to support its principles; but Georges carries off the

victory by convincing his brother -in -law that only beneficent

egoism can help the working class. The sole duty of the great

industrialist is to provide employment and leadership for those

willing to work. Jean is doubly convinced of the truth of

this theory of egoism when he realizes how much pride he has

taken in being the center of applause for the masses he champ-

ions. He begins to see the truth in Georges's statement that

L'égoisme est un calomnié: Descendez au fond
des coeurs les plus compatissants...L'un vient
en aide aux malheureux parce qu'il a peur des
attentats que la misfire exaspérée fait commettre,
un autre se prive de to 4t pour augmenter sa part
des joies éternelles. Egdisme, tout cela, et
souvent admirablet 10.

It Is a new Jean who appears before his audience at

Miremont some weeks later. He announces that he has given up

. ure , T -a re comp e , ome
10. Ibid., p. 110.

I.
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his interest in the Miremont plant to found a new industry for

the benefit of the worker. The men consider that this is treach-

ery, especially since in his attempt to explain this new atti-

tude Jean uses the very objectionable metaphor of the lion and

the jackal. Only Robert Charrier understands; the rest rush out

indignant and determine to mete out death to the lion. The dis-

order spreads; soon the rabble rushes on the chateau, where Brous-

sard is killed. Jean, naturally, will step into his shoes and

carry on.

Thirty years later, Jean has become one of the fore-

most of the nation's industrial leaders. His factories have be-

come a model of discipline and progress; the workers have learned

to profit from his fairness and justice. Robert Charrier, now _

Minister of Labor, pays a visit to the industrialist for the

first time since Broussard's death. He has the highest respect

for Jean's achievement, understanding as he does the turmoil of

mind out of which it grew. In reply to Jean's question as to

whether or not he has fulfilled his vow, the ex- Socialist re-

plies that he haw. Charrier too has felt the truth in the theory

of egoism which formerly outraged him. These two are no longer

enemies. They support their ideal of constructive charity as

opposed to the Abb4 Charrier's emotional charity. Jean alone

wonders if this work tends toward progress. After the many

aptly put questions which form the background of the play, Curel

terminates Le Repas du Lion on a new - and again - unanswered

one.
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The 'above narrative is a sketch of the revised edi-

tion of the play. The original consisted of five acts. The

first two contained the material now incorporated into the first;

the third act of the original became the second of the present

version, with certain condensations; the fourth act also re-

mains the same. The fifth act, however, was quite different

fronn the conclusion of the present play. At the end of the

fourth act of the old version news comes that Broussard

has been fired at, but that the assassin missed and is now hid-

ing in the forest. It develops in the fifth act that the as-

sassin is none other than Robert Charrier, who confronts Jean

in his brother's garden and finally shoots him where he stands.

As Jean dies, he sees his beloved forest in flames.

The original version of Le Repas du Lion lost a large

amount of its potential power through this brutal and unconvinc-

ing conclusion. Murder and carnage do not make up a worthy end

to a play so full of lofty ideas. The revision makes up for

this loss. Jean's character is substantially strengthened by

more careful and yet infinitely simpler analysis. In it Curel

carries out his purpose, which was to present

un homme qu'un secret tourment pousse d ns une
direction qui n'est pas celle de ses goxts et
de ses aptitudes. 11.

The final version of Le Repas du Lion synthesizes and completes

the noble theme sketched in the original version.

ure a re comp e , orne
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The psychological struggle of Jean de Miremont is,

then, the principal interest of the play. Certain critics in-

sisted that Jean's change from religious socialist to benevo-

lent despot is utterly inconsistent, illogical and weakening

to the total effect of the play. 12 A closer consideration

of the hero's character reveals the strength and sincerity

which bring about his decision. Even as a child Jean shows

the directness and force which are to determine his conduct.

His horror of an unwitting crime reacts on his sensitive na-

ture to the extent that he is capable of vowing to devote him-

self to a cause for which he has little natural sympathy, and

of fulfilling his vow. His every instinct is that of the man

of action who sees in his followers a flock of less intelligent

imitators. His feudal heritage, only confirms this tendency;

and, in sum, his practical head makes him unfit for the evan-

gelical career to which he has vowed himself. Thus when the

death of his brother -in -law balances that of the workman, Jean

is automatically released to follow his ideal in any fashion

he can. He determines to put into practice the theory which

has become his conviction. The moral ascendancy which he had

over the workers is soon metamorphosed into practical author-

ity.

The second, and less important although more univer-

sal, theme contained in Le Repas du Lion is that of socialist-

ic theory. There are three distinct attitudes toward social

12. Pite, Introduction to Le Repas du Lion, p. &.
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reorganization. First is that of the Abbe Charrier, under

whose influence Jean takes up the work of the Workers' Chris-

tian Union. The Abbe believes in the regeneration of indus-

try and society through the Church as mediator. The natural

corollary of Church alliance with labor is organized charity.

Georges points out the danger in this; there are many vaga-

bonds whom charity serves to encourage in their idleness.

The problem is how to establish general charity and still no

not encourage the spread of dependency. The ideal Christian

socialism is summarized in the analysis of the play given

above.

The second attitude is that of Georges Broussard,

which Jean himself later adopts. He insists that true chari-

ty lies in giving every man an opportunity to advance himself;

to this end, he believes in building new factories, inventing

moo/machines, and increasing employment. The supreme argu-

ment which Broussard presents,

Suivant moi, il n'y a qu'une seule espace d'étres
secourables: ceux qui ouvrent des voies nouvelles
á l'activité humaine. L'Immense majorité des hommes
a besoin qu'on lui suggére. ses idees, ses gestes.
Quel ues individus, interieurement doues, combinent
et rbalisent devant un trovpt0u de singes qui co-
pient leurs moindres mouvements. Ils sont les bien-
faiteurs de des singes puisqu'ils se' donnent la
peine de vivre á leur place. Si moi, °lief d'indus-
trie, j'organise un centre d'activité où toute un
population aime, s'alimente, pullule, j'ai droit g
la reconnaissance. Que cette population se tire
ensuite d'affaire; qu'elle soit adroite, économe,
ordonnle; qu'elle se dbfende me contre moi, rien
de mieux...13.

13. Cure', Théátre complet, fome 4, pp. 107-$.
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all this becomes Jean's own ideal, expressed in a more poeti-

cizéd form:

Lorsque au fond du désert le lion annonce par ses
rugissements qu'il se met en chasse, les chacals
accourent en masse pour dévorer les restes de son
carnage. Trop faibles pour attaquer le buffle,
trop lents pour atteindre les gazelles, tout leur
espoir est dans la griffe du roi. Dans sa griffet
.j. Lorsque le lion a le ventre plein, les chacals
dTnent Il y a une différence entre .....l' oi-
sif qui dirige et l'industriel qui fait jaillir des
sources nourric4.ìres dont le travailleur absorbe
le trop -plein. .

The third attitude is that of Robert Charrier, who

is a confirmed and ardent socialist. He believes in equal di-

vision of profit between employer and employee; and it is this

ideal which causes his condemnation of Jean's Lion and Jackal

metaphor. But in his rise to the top of the social scale Robert

loses his belief in literal socialism. He sees that after all

certain laws of supply and demand must exist, else there will

be no progress.' He too has become a protector of the weak

much after Jean's fashion.

Ils elobert et Jean ont bénéficié d'une loi de la
nature qui dondamne les faibles a donner leur sub-
sistance en aliment aux forts... Aussi leurs con-
sciences se sentent -elles á l'abri de tout reproche.
...Est -ce leur faute si avec le sincbre dcsir d'ai-
mer ils n'ont réussi qu'A conquérir?"'

This is but another way of stating that all roads lead to Rome,

in industry as well as in love.16.

Le Repas du Lion is a most interesting and stimulat-

ing presentation of character analysis against a background of

ure , e_ re comp e , ome ', pp.
15. Ibid., p. S3.
16. cf. reference 21, p. 44 of the present discussion.
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major social questions. Several problems are indicated, a-

long with various solutions; but Curel is far too much the

philosopher to attempt to force his own choice on his audi-

ence. And the play ends on a note of interrogation which

is conducive to serious thought.

With La Fille Sauva a Curel reaches the perfection

of suggestibility. The play is more many -sided in content

than any audience could possibly have realized; indeed, only

with a number of readings can one come to appreciate the myr-

iad suggestions incorporated in this work. Not only is it an

impelling and masterly psychological analysis but it suggests

certain sociological and philosophical conclusions which in

themselves are overpoweringly broad. In La Fille Sauvae, if

never before, Curel; s plays can be said to merit the title

"Theater of Ideas". But there is something more than that

in this particular production.

Paul Moncel, a naturalist, has penetrated into the

heart of Africa, where he is received by a native king and is

presented with a wild beast -woman recently captured in the

kingdom. His idea is to take the girl home with him and ed-

ucate her to become the tool for French colonization. The

second act shows the progress made. Maire has developed from

her original filthy state. Two years of convent life have so

far changed her that she has almost reached the mental devel-

opment of a child of six. The principal fault is that she
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had known no restraints; and her sexual desires are still a dom-

inant impulse. Alone with Paul, Marie attempts to impose her

will in this respect on him, and it is only by accident that

he escapes. One of the nuns, praying in the chapel, knocks

three times to signify that her time of devotion is over; Ma-

rie, keenly sensitive to her newly -awakened religion, thinks

that it is a reproach to her from the Almighty. She is over-

come with horror at her approach to sin.

Three years later, Marie is still so exalted by the

divine manifestation accorded her and has thrown herself into

the religious life with such zeal that the mother superior,

Paul's sister, is alarmed. Mere Amélie sees in her the instru-

ment of bringing a savage nation under the French protectorate

and its five million souls into the church. To this end Paul

has decided to bring Marie back to earth by contact with his

famous actor -friend, Jean Cervier. The moment he is alone with

her, Jean attempts to seduce her and lays the foundation for

his work by revealing the secret of the miracle. She is most

upset but resists his advances. And Paul, in the face of her

bewilderment, explains to her that if her reason denies relig-

ion along with the pseudo -miracle, she may rebuild her life

along this line and replace her conception of God by exalta-

tion of reason. Marie seizes this ray of light. Any tangible

guidance is a mercy to her. Thus she announces that she will

take Paul for her ideal and model herself on him.
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A year goes by. The time has come to inform Marie

of the position proposed for her as Kigérik' s queen. Unfortu-

nately, she has core to love Paul; and Paul, who is most unhap-

py on this account, has sent for his sister to help him break

the news of her future to Marie. When Marie declares her love

for Paul, her adored master, instead of responding, explains

to her the dream of empire which first inspired him to take

her to France and which without her can never be. She is bit-

ter: first religion failed her; now her cherished human ideal

shows a most un -ideal egoism. Finally, when she sees that

there is nothing for her but life without love, she decides

to surround herself with queenly trappings. The outcome of

the whole affair is that Marie virtually repudiates her whole

training and decides to become Jean's mistress until the time

set for her departure.

The final act of the play shows the ultimate out-

come of Marie's rise to civilization and her deliberate nega-

tion of her new world. She has outlawed the priest who accom-

panied her to Kigárik' s court, she has purposely made _of. her

people a magnificent machine with no mind, and she has aban-

doned herself to the most cynical debauches. When Paul Mon- -

cel comes to accompany her on a visit to France, Marie exhib-

its her dilettantism with a sort of joy. Paul realizes that

she has been unable to get along without religion and that the

rule of reason offered no compensation for it. Thus she has
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flung herself back into the barbarism from which she came.

At last Marie denies her faith with a supreme denial: she

puts the priest to death, brutally, to try to shake his faith.

But he dies triumphant and Marie remarks without a sign of

pity that this fanatic has won. He has believed with all the

force of which he was capable.

The original version of La Fille Sauvage consisted

of six acts, which was in itself a distinct handicap. The av-

erage audience does not appreciate such extraordinary length,

especially when the subject does not actually demand it. Thus

in the revision La Fille Sauvage is reduced to five acts. Even

at that, most readers have the feeling that four would have

been quite sufficient, since by further condensation the four

stages of Mariets progress could have been treated in as many

acts with much more impressive effect.

The first act of the revision contains the essential

elements of the first two acts of the original, wherein the

second act was devoted to a lengthy description of the fille

sauvage' s incomparable filth. The third act of the first ver-

sion is like the second act of the revision. The fourth, how-

ever, is greatly different. There is no Jean Cervier; Paul

himself reveals to Marie the falsity of her "miracle" and

destroys her faith - a procedure which detracts greatly from

Faults nobility of character. The fifth act takes place at

Bayreuth in the Wagnerian theater. At this moment Marie re-
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calves Kigérik's proposal and decides to accept it because of

her despair when she learns Paul's motives for educating her

and because of her desire to obey him and emulate his abnega-

tion. The sixth act takes place in the original forest spot

of the first act. Marie's state of mental anarchy is much the

same as it is represented in the final version; however, she

has just heard of Paul's death, the only thing left which could

move her, and is very sorrowful. Soon her savagery gets the

upper hand again, and she massacres the priest much as in the

second version.

The revision's superiority lies mainly in the sim-

plification; of theme, direct analysis of character, and consec-

utiveness of plot. The story in the original play was greatly

handicapped by long tirades in the classic tradition on a great

many philosophical, economic and social topics. Since most

of them had no direct bearing on the plot, Curel cut these

out and simplified the remainder as much as possible. Marie

is humanized; the reader feels a strong sympathy with her suf-

ferings. She no longer seems a purely hypothetical case but

rather an individual. And Paul is more a high -minded thinker

in the second version than the cold- blooded experimentalist

he seems in the original.

Again, as in Le Repas du Lion, Curel attempts a

psychological study against a background of much more general

philosophical significance. Marie, the Fille Sauvage, is not
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only an individual in her personal sufferings and passions
but also suggests the symbol of humanity in the various stages

of mental growth which she undergoes. The first step is ab-
solute barbarism; she has no thought for anything less immedi-
ate than her physical wants and sensations. The second step

is christianity. Marie has learned to recognize abstract val-
ues such as sin and punishment as well as their opposites.
Her adoration of this newly- discovered supreme being is char-

acteristic of the sincere and ardent faith which savage tribes
bring to the Christian religion. The third step is loss of
faith and belief in the supremacy of the reason. Just as her
attempt to reach the higher planes of mysticism by means of a
physical phenomenon precipitates her fall to the opposite ex-
treme in which she denies any faith whatsoever, exactly so does
her effort to concentrate entirely on her rationalistic belief
lead to similar mistake with equally serious consequences.
Reason to Marie is personified by the man who instructs her
in its use; she comes to adore Paul. When she is suddenly

led to believe that he cherishes in her only the tool for
his patriotic ambition, she denies her last vestige of any
faith.

The truth of the business is that Marie, like the
little savage she is at heart, and again like all humanity,
reaches out for tangible proofs of each abstraction in which
she believes. In religion it is the actual "miracle" which
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convinces her that God is actually her God. In free-thinking

it is the man who initiates her into the use of her reason

who becomes the physical evidence of the theory, and on him

she fastens her whole faith. When Marie sees that Paul is

motivated by patriotic ambition, a very high and laudable

type of egoism, she throws the last of her abstract beliefs

overboard and abandons herself to just so much as is sensually

positive. With the crash of the scientific ideal comes chaos;

Marie deliberately sets back the clock to savagery and tries

to recapture her pristine state so far as possible. The Ma-

rie of the fifth act is the original savage girl except that

she has been trained to think. The religious faith introduced

into and then lost from her life has forever destroyed her

tranquility of mind. She is far more wretched than in the

beginning.

...Ces idées empoisonnent ma vie' On ne se con-
sole pas d'avoir perdu l'6ternite: ...On ne pardonne
pas h ceux qui nous ont envoyés courir derrière ^la
funeste beauté du divin mirage ...Vous, les pretres,
qui par vos impostures avez fait de moi une mssérable
egar4e, je vous háis;16.

The implication in Curel's picture of Marie's final state of

mind is that such will be the fate of humanity if increasing

scepticism forces mankind to abandon every belief.

Although the portrayal of Marie's development occu-

pies almost the whole of the play, there are, however, other

interesting people presented in it. Paul, the naturalist,

who sets himself the task of winning his country a new ally

16. Curel, T re comp e ome , p. 402.
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through Marie, is both sympathetic and repellant,. His abuse

of the individual and the individual's right to happiness seems

somewhat cold -blooded; on the other hand, he sacrifices without

a tremor the sentiment which he obviously feels for Marie on

the altar of service to his native land. Jean, the handsome

actor, is more amusing and much less noble. His none -too- subtle

effort to seduce Marie shows the vanity and assurance of the

male. When his advances are repulsed, he withdraws into a

pose of injured dignity which he maintains until the day Marie

offers herself to him. Although Paul's patriotic ambition is

a sentiment far more lofty than Jean's sensual egoism, there

is a certain kinship in these two instincts. Mare Amélie is

the last of three studies in egoism. Hers is of the most noble

type. She herself is ambitious in an exalted way; her ambition

is to bring the souls of these five million savages into the

fold of catholicism. Her devotion is not unmixed with a sin-

cere love for the individual. When Mbre Am6lie learns of the

dangers into which Marie would go as Kigérik's queen, she at-

tmepts to dissuade the girl from accepting this proposal.

Great as is her desire to serve the cause, she demonstrates

her humanity in her attitude toward Marie.

Just as in La Nouvelle Idole, in La Fille Sauvage

there is a certain prose lyrism. When Paul is trying to per-

suade his proteg4e to accept Kig6rik' s offer of marriage, he

illustrates his method of guidance by telling her the story
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of his promenade with a child who could not climb a steep

mountain path; to inspire her with the will to climb, Paul

plays on her desire to see a bird which she hears singing

at the top. But when Marie asks if the child actually saw

the bird when they reached the summit, Paul replies

Est -ce qu'on le voit jamais? I1 s'était envolé.
On l'entendait bien bas dans la montagne. 17.

This again sounds the note of the Curelian philosophy.

As far as sincerity of character, exactitude of

analysis and praiseworthy breadth of philosophical scope

are concerned, La Fille Sauvage takes a deservedly high

rank in the list of Franpois de Curel's writings. His Asumé

of the history of mankind in a single figure is original in

conception and powerful in execution; the play has genuine

merit.

Le Coup d'Aile, produced in 1906, marks the end of

a period in Curel's work. The universal significance of La

Nouvelle Idole has diminished in Le Repas du Lion and La Fille

Sauvage to the point that Le Coup d'Aile marks a definite

decline in that respect. Character analysis in the last play

is still the dominant preoccupation; but the action is so

nearly negative that the play has only the one interest.

Le Coup d'Aile is interesting through comparison

ure a re comp e , ome
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with La Nouvelle Idole, since in certain respects it forms

the pendant to the latter. Both plays study the effects of

a crime on a manes character; but the crime of Albert Donnat

is a glorious crime, whereas that of Michel Prinson is of

such nature as to alienate the average audience. This effect

is due to the author's inability to differentiate between glo-

ry and patriotism. To the masses, the two conceptions go hand

in hand; glory calls to mind the flag with its accompanying

connotation of military grandeur. And by making his hero a

soldier who commits the crime of firing on his own flag, Curel

renders him doubly unsympathetic. It is difficult to justify

such an action.

The story concerns itself with the return of Michel

Prinson to see his brother, Bernard, after ten years of silence.

Bernard and his wife alone know that Michel, after firing on

his own flag and being abandoned for dead, has taken refuge in

England. His return is full of serious implications for Ber-

nard! s future since the latter is a member of Parliament. It

so happens that on the occasion of his arrival, incognito, a

regiment of soldiers has been stationed in this town and Ber-

nard has offered his hospitality to the colonel. According

to the custom, the flag is housed with the commanding officer.

This gives the author an opportunity to introduce the flag on-

to the stage. Michel, in spite of his pretended indifference

to his native land and to the crime he has committed, is pro-

foundly moved when he sees the colors he has sinned against.
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Bernard is afraid of the unpleasant talk his bro-

ther's presence would create if it were known. To try to get

some kind of hold over him, he has brought Michel's natural

daughter, Héle'ne, to the house, since he knows his brother is

impervious to argument or persuasion of the usual sort. H4lbne

and Michel find that they are kindred souls; each one has a

desire, Michel for glory, H4l4ne for freedom. It is not until

Bernard refuses his help to Michel's desperate project of re-

capturing his lost glory that H'elhne proposes to go away with

him as his daughter and to try to give him the human companion-

ship he needs. Michel refuses to take her on the grounds that

he is a pariah.

H lne's desire for liberty and her sympathy for

Michel's suffering push her to commit a grave offense so that

she will be ostracized too. She attempts to steal the flag

but is discovered by Bernard's wife and fails. When Michel

learns this, he is moved by admiration for her spirit to tell

her that she is his daughter. Since H6 léne has sworn to her

dead mother that she will never forgive her father for his

neglect of them, she refuses to go away with him as she had

suggested. He uses force to break down her will, and she con-

sents, adoring his ruthlessness. At this time the regiment

is preparing to depart. Colonel Herouard unmasks Michel,

whom he recognizes as the former traitor. He forces the rene-

gade to admit that it is France he loves and not his personal
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glory as he has always claimed. Michel is obstinate and only

a few minutes later insists that his decision to join the For-

eign Legion is due to his thirst for fame and adulation, not

his love for France, as he told Hérouard. He departs after

providing for H4l1rie's future.

The first version of Le Coup d'Aile is identical

with the second until the end of the second act. Here the ori-

ginal makes Michel threaten to dishonor the family by joining

a circus and advertising his shame, if his brother persists

in refusing his aid to Michel's colonial enterprise. At the

beginning of the third act, Héléne actually achieves the theft

of the flag and a scandal is avoided only by Michel's correct

guess as to which inmate of the house perpetrated the crime.

Bernard, indignant, orders her out of the house. She goes a-

way with Michel after he forces her to surmount her feeling

of disgust toward the man who abandoned her mother.

The first version, like all of Curel's original

sketches of the plays which were to grow out of them eventual-

ly, lacks the direct force, stirring conviction of sentiment

and simplicity of dialogue which are the distinguishing marks

of the revisions; and the change in characterization is especi-

ally noticeable in Le Coup d'Aile. Michel's reiterated defi-

ance of weakness whether in regard to the tragic deaths of his

parents or his patriotic feeling, added to his utter contempt

of everything which is not individual glory, makes him appear

the monster his treason would seem to indicate. Héléne's
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equally cold- blooded and apparently senseless conduct is

hardly calculated to arouse sympathy. Bernard and his wife

seem callous and unfeeling in their attitude toward HélLne and

Michel. But in the second version the clarity of concept and

and directness of analysis necessary to humanize these char-

acters is abundantly present. They are no longer puppets;

they have become real people, even if slightly abnormal and

never wholly admirable people.

Especially praiseworthy is Curel's analysis of the

politician. Bernard himself is in no position to criticize

his brother's thirst for glory. His own ideal is similar;

the difference lies in his manner of approach to it. Bernard

is an opportunist. Such is the nature of his constituency

that he feels forced to alternate between poles. But where

Michel is ruthless, Bernard is cautious.

J'ai en effet tout ce qu'il faut pour litre un
monstre: l'audace, l'intélligence, un 4go'isme
envahissant et qui ne s'embarrasse pas de scru-
pules. Je fais mon chemin sans trop regarder
aux moyens Je sais reconnadltre mes torts.
Tu peux donc m'en croire, si j'affirme que,
malgré tout, je reste un citoyen utile, slap-

pliquant It de f4condes r4formes, et dont l'action
est, en somme, bienfaisante. Sais -tu pourquoi?
...Simplement parce que je ne perds jamais de
vue les vingt lignes que me consacreront les fu-
turs historiens: je soigne ma page dans l'his-
toire de France. 18

Contrast Michel, whose energy has been employed in

another direction toward the same end. All his life he has

passionately desired true glory. It seems to him that public

18. Curel, Z`h r.e complet, torre 5, p. I 0.
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adulation and applause can be won only through military ex-

ploits. His on taste of it has made this drunkenness the on-

ly kind acceptable to him in the future. Describing to Hélne

the enthusiasm which greeted him on his return fromm his first

African campaign, he voices the keynote of the play in these

words,

Sur ces milliers de bouches, rien que mon nom!
...A ce moment, j'étais loin de la terre: Un
aigle des grands sommets, l'aigle porteur de la
foudre, avait fondu su moi et m'emportait d'un
prodigieux coup d'aile si haut que, sous mes
yeux, la foule s' enfonpait dans un ablme
sortait toujours un nom: le mien; 19.

Intoxicated by his success, Michel does not hesitate to grasp

the opportunity offered him on his return. He sets himself

up as a sort of princeling and soon exceeds his power by ex-

treme cruelty. This frame of mind is typical of many coloni-

zers, whose constant contact with the savages and unceasing

exposure to the tropical sun finally makes them almost insane.

Michel's fierce pride in his power leads him to ambush the

punitive expedition sent out against him; but when he fires

on his flag, he kills the best part of himself. Forever after

he searches within his soul the means to redeem it. And at

the last, Colonel H4rouard's appeal to his feeling for France

overbalances his cynicism for the moment. This moment is

long enough to make him return to his old post; he determines

to join the Foreign Legion and reconquer glory as a common

soldier. Immediately after vowing himself to this terrible

ure re comp e , ome
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expiation, he covers his emotion by insisting that it is for

himself and not for France that he Is doing this.

There is a second side to Michel's nature. He is

not utterly hard; his contact with HAléne proves that he is

still capable of feeling for a human being. His personal

charm and understanding are revealed only by glimpses, especi-

ally in his conversations with Héléne. The two are a great

deal alike in their method of anesthetizing themselves with

regard to unpleasant conditions around them. Both simply

imagine the situation as they would like it to be, much after

the fashion of children playing dolls. Their conversation in

which they compare notes on this is utterly charming and shows

an important side of Michel which was hitherto unrevealed.

The contrast between Michel and Bernard is that of

two men with the same ideal who approach it by force and by

craft; they contrast most strikingly with Colonel Hò'rouard,

whose devotion to his country is inspiring and sublime.

Le drapeau: ...Pour comprendre ce qu'il est, il
faut avoir entendu siffler les balles ! ...Le
prStre a son Dieu vivant incarné dans l'hostie.
..Le drapeau, lui aussi, nous apporte une p rS-
sence réelle...Lorsqu' il flotte pendant la ba-
taille, c'est la Patrie elle -méme qui ¿tend les
bras sur le pioupiou qui tombes C'est une per -
sonnet C'est si vrai que moi, lorsque le
faible claquement du drapeau qui montait dans le
ciel me faisait relever la tote, je me disais
que la France m'envoyait son baiser du soir. 20-

He is the type of soldier whose deep and fundamentally honest

devotion is completely disinterested, who loves his native land

20. Cure'', ThCatre complet, tome 5, pp. 155 and 159.
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for herself alone and not for the rewards she can give him,
and who feels a half -mystical conception of his profession.

Le Coup d'Aile is interesting insofar as the psycho-
logical cases concerned are portrayed. The main insufficiency

of the production lies in the utter lack of concerted action
and in the lack of absolute reality in these same characters.
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CHAPTER IV.

The Period of Decline.
(1914 -1926)

After the production of Le Coup d'Aile in 1906,

Curel wrote nothing new until, after the revision of L'Amour
brode, he produced L'Ame en Folie. This play, surprisingly

enough, received a tremendous amount of applause; and a great
many critics acclaimed it as a masterpiece who would today

bitterly repent this dictum. The truth of the business is

that L'Ame en Folie is rather a sprightly philosophical com-
edy than a drama full of gripping universal truth, and unlike

La Nouvelle Idole and Les Fossiles is not deserving of such

high praise.
L'Ame en Folie is an interesting and unusual study

of human behavior, the subject of which was inspired by the

author's profound knowledge of animal behaviorism. The thesis

of the play is the inexplicable divorcement between mind and

body which permits accesses of madness in the body which the

mind constantly repudiates. Rosa Romance, a beautiful stage
star, returns to her childhood home at a critical time in her

life. Despite her very real love for a brilliant but physi-
cally ugly Parisian writer, she is about to surrender herself
to a man whose animal attraction is his principal charm. Mi-

chel, sensing the moment of victory, pursues her into this en-

vironment. Justin Riolle, who is Rosa's uncle and has educated

the girl up to the moment when she left for Paris some years
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before, understands and appreciates this situation. Through

hin; Curel permits himself some brilliant and often disillusion-

ing remarks about mankind and sex in particular.

Rosa's love affair is not, however, the important

part of the story. The pathetic side of it is the manner in

which the handsome young Michel affects Blanche, Justin's wife.

She is an unimaginative, commonplace, and sincere sort of per-

son who is shocked to the marrow of her orthodox being by her

physical desire for this beautiful young male animal. The nub

of the play is the discussion with his wife in which Justin

analyzes and excuses her feelings to her. The solution con-

sists of Rosa's temporary yeilding to Michel and Blanche's

death from a heart attack.

There is absolutely no plot to the play. It is sim-

ply the vehicle for the introduction of Justin Riolle, the phi-

losopher who first expresses Curel's convictions about sex in-

stinct on the stage. The character of Justin is, then, the

predominant interest of the piece. Above all else Justin Riolle

is a thinker. Since the failure of his first book, which is

called L'Ame en Folie, he has devoted himself to observation

of animal life in the provincial seclusion which is his environ-

ment. He is endowed with superior capacities of perception

and a superlatively keen wit which keeps his failure from em-

bittering him. Justin is now a middle -aged, humorous sceptic

who is fully conscious of his thwarted existence and of his

philosophical ideas which evaporate in meditation.
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Vous ne savez pas quel poison mortel nous verse
la réverie. Pendant que je contemple la bache
qui se consume dans la cheminge, ma vie se dis-
sout comme un charbon ardent et chaque tourbillon
de fumée que je suis du regard emporte un peu de
moi - mPme . 1.

In spite of his very real scientific aptitudes, he draws toward

the close of life with the consciousness of having failed in

every respect save one: he has materially aided the formation

of the period's greatest actress, his niece.

His attitude of humorous scorn toward himself con-

trasts with his charming relationship with his niece. Several

years before, when he realized that she was beginning to love

him as a man and not as a guide to learning, Justin had the

wisdom and honesty to send her away to Paris to complete her

education, His sacrifice of her companionship is ultimately

rewarded when she shows him what his training has made of her.

Toward his wife Justin is equally admirable. Blanche is a

practical, materialistic sort of person who is incapable of

understanding the real genius of her husband. In spite of her

failings, Justin loves this woman who, in her own words,

témoignait son amour en marmottant autour de toi
des histoires de lessive, de basse -cour et de
conf itures ... 2.

In Justin Riolle the author portrays the artistic temperament

folded inward until it is almost completely self- sufficient,

and pays tribute to the honesty and instinctive chivalry of

the man.

1: Curel, Th tre compì.et, tome 5, p. 317.
2. Ibid., p. 364.
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The sex theory advanced in L'Ame en Folie is in

brief the following: in human beings as well as in animals

the sex instinct is dependent on pure caprice and not on nat-

ural selection of the most fitting mate. Describing two men

paying court to a woman, Riolle says

A qui s'addressent leurs supplications ?... Pré -
cisémënt une á.me que d4vore ' l' éternelle fiévre,
a une lame en folie, A l'amour:... 114 quoi: ce
n'est plus la nature qui désigne le fougueux
possesseur de la belle ?...Non, Monsieur, c'est
l' amour:...i,á nature ' es t donc assurée de re-
mettre en bonnes mains les destinées de l'es-
pAce ?... L'1me, lorsqu'elle sera folle, aura le
don supréme de discerner le plus méritant ?...
Non, Monsieur, c'est exactement le contraire.
Il n'existe d'aveuglement plus complet que ce-
lui d'une lime en folie...Ses decisions ne con-
naissent aucune mesure...La femme, entre deux
rivaux, est parfaitement capable de s' éprendre
du moins bien doue. Avec un sourire et un bai-
ser, elle sabote la postérit4...3

According to Justin, the superiority of human beings over

animals lies in their ability to curb these inclinations at

least in a certain measure.

In no play previous to L'Ame en Folie had Curel dis-

played so much genuine Gallic wit; and it is perhaps for this

reason that the play enjoyed its very real popularity. Al-

though the scientific observation which lies beneath the whole

is more or less exact, it is scarcely enough the major inter-

est to make the play a lasting achievement.

The next Curel play was La Comédie du Génie, pro-

duced in 1921 and consisting of three acts and eight tableaux

S. 1ureI, Th tre complet, tome 5, pp. 307-8.
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which attempt to cover the range of a man's life. It was not

written for stage production, a fact which its presentation

made most obvious. This play is lighter than any other of

t1 e Curelian dramas and yet at the same time contains an

autobiographical note.which rings true. In Felix Dagrenat

the author presents a dramatist of genius whose eternal agony

is due to the discrepancy between the merit he knows is in-

corporated in his work and the reception accorded it by the

general public. It is obvious that this situation is very

similar to that of Curel during many long years.

The story is of the simplest. Felix Dagrenat, urged

on by a famous actress who does not even know his name, succeeds

in getting a number of his plays produced. He wins literary

prestige but no great popularity; and his radical thinking

costs him the girl he loves. He finally reaches the conclu-

slon that he can immortalize himself only by reproducing ordi-

nary people on the stage. But since men are children, he can

learn to know them only by studying a child. Therefore he

sets about to have a son. He seduces a healthy farm girl who

dies immediately after the birth of Bernard. Years roll by.

Bernard writes a play which is enormously successful, whereas

La Com6die du Genie, his father's masterpiece, obtains only

literary respect. The crisis comes when, asleep on the stage

of the ThOtre- Français after the performance, Felix sees the

specters of Don Juan, Célirréne, Tartuffe, Perdican, etc., ar-
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rive to celebrate the reception of a new member into their

immortal group. F élix's heart leaps with hope; but it is the

heroine of his son's play who presents herself. His last hope

of glory lies in God's grace. The play closes on a note of

doubt: Felix, realizing that only love can make anything en-

dure, wonders whether his work will survive the test of the

ages.

The real significance of La Comédie du Génie lies a

great deal more in the analysis of the eternal agony of the

creative intellect than in a discussion of any great philo-

sophical depth. In spite of Curel's assurances to the con-

trary, it is obvious that Félix is himself. The autobiograph-

ical elements are throughout apparent, especially when the au-

thor says of his work,

Qui l'admire, qui la plaint, qui l' adoré? ...Rien
que les bons éléves d'une petite clásse:...Jamais
elle n'a parle au coeur du peuplet...Le dramaturge
que la foule ne porte pas sur une vague d'enthou-
siasme, c'est le cygne qui ne va pas sur l'eau. 4.

The recurrent question in Dagrenat's mind is

Qu'est -ce donc qui me rendait si peu sympathique
aux foules? 5.

And even more touchingly after the failure of his plays in

his native town, Dagrenat cries out

Je suis 4pouvant4 du peu de sympathies que je ren-
contre...Les artistes me portent aux nues, les foules
m'ignorent...Jamais je ne redois, comme certains de
mes confr4res beaucoup moins haut perchés, l'hommage
d'un enthousiasme nalf...J'amubge les intelligences,
je ne touche pas les coeurs.

ure ga re comp e , ome , p. .
. Ibid., p. 126.

6. Ibid., p. 76.
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FIlix Dagrenat symbolizes the perpetual self-doubt which

causes the secret torture of every man who pursues an in-

tellectual ideal.

L'Ivresse du Sage was produced in 1922 with a sat-
,

isfactory amount of success. It is pure comedy after the fash-

ion of Moliére and well deserves its popularity. The heroine,

Hortense, fancies herself very much in love with her idolized

professor of philosophy, Roger Parmelins. At the conclusion

of a year spent in making herself into the intellectual being

she knows will please him, Hortense finds herself rejected

until she receives an enormous dowry settled on her by her

uncle. Then Parmelins consents to become engaged to her.

Hortense, however, is basically a human being; she finds that

Parmelins the philosopher, who talked so interestingly on love

throughout a series of fifty lectures, knows absolutely noth-

ing about it. And the eventual conclusion is that she throws

herself into the willing arms of a handsome young fellow with

a more materialistic turn of mind.

The development of Ho rtense' s change from intense

admiration to love and from love to what is tantamount to

superior indifference makes a very amusing comedy. The more

serious moments are attained in the analysis of the being whose

one interest is his philosophical study. In spite of his per -

fectly sincere and obviously idealistic love of his work,

Parmelins seems rather less a man than a sort of sexless

goody -goody. Hubert, the matter -of -fact amiable rival, is
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her admiration of Parmelins's mind and Hubert's body, only to
reach the sensible conclusion that after all life is a great
deal physical and must be lived accordingly, does not present

any particularly subtle character analysis.

Terre inhumaine, also produced in 1922, is the play

born of Curel' s interest in special conditions produced by the

World War. Its appearance was hailed by the enthusiastic press

and audiences as his supreme and most complete tragedy on the

subject of love and death. Now that public taste has been

satiated with war stories, Terre inhumaine would probably

meet with a much less enthusiastic reception. Nevertheless it

remains a most interesting documentation of the effects of

war on a group of individuals whose emotions are indicative of

those of their races.

Victoria, a German princess, is quartered on Pauline

Parisot in Lorraine behind the lines when Pauline's son comes to

see his mother while he is on spy duty. Victoria realizes the

double danger of Paul's presence: her own personal danger and

that to her native land. On the other hand, Paul is equally

alarmed to find this enemy in his home. Not only is Victoria

dangerous to his mother if she denounces him as a spy, but she

is certain to prevent his fulfilling his mission. Each of

them determines to kill the other. They spend the night seek-

ing an opportunity and come to feel a terrific passion for
each other, so much so that neither can bring himself to do
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his duty. The crisis comes when Pauline assumes the respon-

sibility and shoots Victoria to save her son, although she knows

full well that it means certain death for her.

The overhanging shadow of primitive race hatred lends

even more dignity to the tragedy of love and death enacted in

Terre inhumaine than the personal tragedies concerned would in

themselves warrant. The admiration which this play aroused is

due to its superbly contained but vibrating emotion. The su-

preme figure is not Paul or his enemy -mistress, but Pauline

Parisot. Her self -controlled, loving and simple character is

typical of the staunch Lorraine peasantry from which she comes.

Her unwavering courage enables her to save her son by an act

which she knows will bring about her own undoing. Even in the

face or discovery, her calm heroism never deserts her. She

awaits her doom with the utmost tranquility, for she has done

her duty as mother and Frenchwoman.

Although Paul's character lacks something of the

heroic devotion of that of his mother, he is nevertheless worthy

of her. His duty is doubly hard: he must kill the woman he

has come to love and leave his mother to pay for his crime.

When Pauline herself commits the act which would forever have

haunted him, his love and admiration make his departure agoni-

zingly tragic. His mission is yet to be performed, and he goes.

Victoria is the least admirable of the three. She is

actually unsympathetic until the moment when her coquetry turns
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into a devouring passion which makes her cry out

Comment échapper á` la férocit( que nos patries
aennemies imposent nos coeurs amis? 7.

It is impossible to doubt her good faith at that moment. But

patriotism wins out; she attempts to denounce Paul. And when

she sees her death approaching in the hands of Pauline Parisot,

she dies full of admiration for the fearless purpose of this

woman. Perhaps nothing in her life becomes her like the leav-

ing of it.

The simplicity of theme and development which testi-

fy to Curel's knowledge of theatrical effect are used here to

the very best advantage. The evident mastery of analysis which

creates the beauty of the play leads one far -sighted critic to

say of it,

Ne dites pas que c'eat la plus belle p1 ce de
M. de Curel, dites plutet.....que c'est sa pince
la plus dramatique et la mieux adaptée 1 ce
temps. Un drame d'action, d'humanité, qui ne
verse jamais dans le m &lodrame... 8.

Although the analysis in Terre inhumaine is too strictly excep-

tional to be applicable to the ordinary situations of life, it

is nevertheless most successfully and skilfully done.

La Viveuse et le Moribond, produced in 1925, is a

sort of sequel to Terre inhumaine, studying as it does the ef-

fects of a war on internal social structure. It is a picture

of conflicting civilizations in post -war France, wherein a group

7. CureT, Terre inhumaine, in Za -PeEite Illustration, p.-18.
S. Ibid., crílique, p. 21.
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of young people attempts to make the necessary adjustment so

difficult for their elders, involving as it does shattered tra-

ditions with no replacement yet worked out. Philippe de Pommer-

ieux, the Moribond, has a brilliant war record to his credit;

yet with perfect indifference he lets his cousin shoot herself

over her despair caused by the irregularity of their relation-

ship. His momentary lassitude, however, has given place to a

horror which causes him to attempt to take his own life by way

of atonement. The girl he intends to marry, Odile de Puyréal,

has swung into the current of modern life so successfully that,

Informed of Philippe's intention to kill himself, she implores

him not to make up his mind definitely until she can get back

from a Parisian ball. Her deadened, artificial character only

accentuates Philippe's attitude of despair in the face of life's

emptiness.

His final decision to accept his burden and devote

the rest of his life to living honorably is brought about by

the intervention of the Viveuse, Alice de Segré, whose title

was earned by her vitality and eagerness during her service as

war nurse. She has herself experienced the same disgust with

modern life which so profoundly moves Philippe. Instead of

attempting a dishonorable exit or a base compromise with exist-

ing conditions, she has determined to enter a convent and is

at that time a novice. During her unconventional nocturnal in-

terview with Philippe, alone in his chateau, Alice succeeds
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in inspiring him with something of her own simple courage.

And although Alice is a healer of souls and bodies par excel-

lence, nevertheless she has mistaken her vocation, as the Abbe

Lebleu points out to her. The play closes with her unsuccess-

ful effort to marry Philippe and Odile, after which she con-

sents to take back her freedom and unite herself with the suf-

ferer.

The body of the play is devoted to an analysis of

Philippe's condition. As he says himself, he is composed of

two men, the brute and the civilized gentleman.9. It is the

primitive brute in him which enables him to fling himself into

the horrors of war with an honorable amount of success; and it

is the brute, once awakened, which makes it possible for him

to throw himself into the filth which succeeds the bloody havoc

of war. Involuntarily he has become a spiritless wreck, jaded

with life.

His feminine counterpart is Odile de Puyr al, whose

emancipation is typical of that of the post -war period in France.

Her premature experience of life has made her lose her taste

for it. She is of the same race as Célimene, coquettish, sure

of her charm, cold and rather vain. And like Céliméne she is

less hurt by Philippe's final defection than disdainful of his

lack of taste.

These two young people, representatives of the

society of the period, serve as contrast for Alice and the Abbé.

9. Curet, La Viveuse eT le Moribond, in La Petite Il-lustra-
tion, p. 19.
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They have chosen the retiring, unselfish life of monastic or-

ders. Alice, like Philippe, has seen too much of suffering and

pain to be able to accomodate herself to post -war gayety, and

has chosen to devote her life to others. Her real vocation is

matrimony; and when she finds it by contact with Philippe, she

does not put any false pride between herself and her mission.

Even before she has decided to seek release from her vows,

Alice shows that the modern spirit has penetrated into the con-

vents. Her reasoning is far from the stilted, narrow- minded

sort of logic usually supposed to be typical of her order. The

Abbé, too, is much more practical and sensible than he might be

expected to be.

La Viveuse et le Moribond is one of the most interest-

ing plays of this final period in Curel's work, showing as it

does the modern "mal du siéclé a hundred years after Chateaubriand,

Goethe and Byron.

Orage mystique, the last of the Curel plays, was pre-

sented for the first time in 1927. It is the obvious outgrowth

of Curelts increasing preoccupation with things metaphysical

and with the Freudian philosophy only recently introduced into

France, especially in the theory of the subcohscious which it

advances. The story is very simple: Clotilde has been indulg-

ing in a. flirtation which her writer husband, Robert, resents

very much. In her attempt to avoid rousing his suspicions, Clo-
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tilde gets a severe drenching which causes her death. Then the

play centers around her appearance, it year later, in which she

vindicates her conduct to her husband. Robert is a man of power-

ful imagination, quite capable of creating within himself the

illusion that he saw his wife. The conflict between his belief

in the phenomena which led to her interview with him and the

unbelief expressed by his scientist friend, Tubal, forms the

real interest of the play, although the dramatic qualities of

this appearance on the stage are obvious. The case rests there:

both Robert and Tubal seem to have proven their points. The

decision is left to the reader or spectator: is communication

with the dead possible, or is it merely an illusion explicable

by sub- cohscious suggestion?

Aside from the exceptionally clever analysis of Robert's

belief in communication and of Tubal's belief in sub- conscious

suggestion, which is admirably and conclusively presented, the

play is interesting because of the light it throws on creative

writing. Robert is described as being unable to write except in

a sort of trance, in which his work possesses him and dictates

what he is to say.

Pour écrire de belles pages, vous ne faisiez
pas appel á la réflexion, ce qui eút 6tEf na-
turel de la part d'un homme strictement in-
formé de ses actes. Votre procdd( de travail

consistait...... vous perdre dans la
réverie.l0.

i0. Curel, 222.0.2172111112, in La Petite Illustration, p. 10.
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It is for this reason that his friend insists he is quite

able to set up and play out for himself the ghost drama which

his desire to know the truth about Clotilde has inspired in

hín1. And Tubal expresses the belief of a great many moderns

when he says,

Le miracle West pas qu'un revenant se montre,
mais que la certitude d'en voir un naisse dans
une cervelle humaine. Cela ressemble fort á
un acte créateur, et ceux qui soutiennent qu'il
existe une différence fondamentale entre nos
esprits et ceux des animaux chercheraient en
vain un argument plus décisif .11'

Orage mystique raises questions which are haunting

and forever unanswered. It is particularly interesting to

note that in this, his last play, Curel is especially fascin-

cinated by the question of the next world. Some of these

questions are: can the spirit of the departed return to his

beloved? what is the power of the subconscious? to what extent

is a man governed by his heredity acting through the subcon-

scious? The various hypotheses suggested by this play are as

many as the individual mind can conceive. Curel himself never

answers the major questions at all. He merely shows their ef-

fect on Tubal and Robert. To him Tubal represents the reason,

Robert the heart, and he leads each to the conviction imposed

by the individual's personality.

In spite of the interesting and sometimes important

11. Cured, Orage mya t que, n ae e us ra on, p.
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suggestions incorporated in these last plays, in general they

fail to show the genuine reality of character and elevation of

thought which characterize Curel's best work. They lack the do-

minant power and strength which make the greatness of Les Fossiles

and La Nouvelle Idole. After 1914, the author's increasing

preoccupation with public opinion caused him to attempt the pop-

ularization of his plays, at least to a certain extent. His

deep sincerity becomes colored by his increasing attentiveness

to public taste. The striking originality of conception which

distinguishes the work of the first two periods is toned down to

approximate more closely the tenor of ordinary understanding.
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CHAPTER V.

Theater of Analysis or Theater of Ideas?

The preceding studies of each of Fran1ois de Curel's

plays, covering their generally important aspects, inevitably

show the decidedly analytical trend of his work. Invariably

Curel presents certain individuals whose traits are responsible

in large measure for their reaction to the problem or ideas

which act upon them as a stimulus. Yet the tacit testimony of

the plays themselves is often distorted or ignored completely

in the judgments made by a number of contemporary critics when

they insist on pigeon- holing Curel as the author of a Theater

of Ideas. In the light of this testimony, the discrepancy

between criticism and fact is most noticeable. The following

excerpts give a general idea of this class of criticism.

Pierre Brisson, in Le Temps, says of Curel's work,

Le th4átre entier de M. de Curel, depuis L'En-
vers d'une Sainte jusqu'á La Viveuse et le kori-
on considéré comme une revue drama -

que des hauts problémes qui, depuis quarante
ans, se sont impos4s successivement I la contro-
verse.1.

Much after the same pattern is Pawlowski's comment that for Fran-

çois de Curel, a play in itself is nothing but a pretext to dis-

cuss ideas.2 Edmond Sée, in L'Oeuvre, praises Terre inhumaine

in a way which shows his opinion of the other Curelian dramas.

Cette fois, M. de Curel a laissé agir, vivre
librement ses personnages. Il ne leur a pas

1. Curel, Orage mystique in La Petite Illustration. Critique,
p. 24.

2. Ibid., p. 24.
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impose ses idées h lui, ses opinions touchant
la chasse, la guerre, l'humanité, l'instinct
passionnel, etc. 3.

Francisque Sarcey, who almost invariably condemned Curel's plays

for one reason or 'another, summarizes his attitude toward and his

final judgment of the Curelian drawn in these words:

M. Fran1ois de Curel, qui a des id4es, s'ob-
stine tout ensemble, et W les porter sur la
seéne, et á ne pas leur donner la forme dra-
matique.4

Later he says of La Fille Sauvage, and again this is typical,

that Curel's aim is to

faire comprendre une théorie par une action.5

On the other hand, there are many critics who claim

that the true nature of Curel's theater is what he would have

us believe it: purely the analysis of character. This increasing

appreciation is expressed by Paul Blanchart,

On a coutume de caracteriser le théátre de Fran -
ois de Curial, en l'appelant thé tre d'idées.

Fran-
çois

ranger, avec trop de légereté et faute de
suffisante attention, sous une étiquette assez
dangereuse et bien vague une oeuvre singuli4re-
ment diverse en son unite et qui vaut par des
mérites plus subtils et plus réellement drama -
tiques..... Pourtant les premices romanesques de
sa production ne se souciaient uére d'idées..
... et témoignaient d'un seul d6sir de jeux psy-
chologiques. 6.

This idea of psychological analysis predominating in the Curel-

ian theater is fundamentally sound. In studying each of the

plays one finds almost inevitably that the principal conside ra -

. ure , erre uma ne n a e e us ra on, p.
4. Curel, '1'deatre complet, tome , p. . . .

5. Ibid., p. 239.
6. Blanchart, Franfois de Curel: Son Oeuvre, p. 35.
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tion is accuracy and exactitude of character analysis. As

far as ideas are concerned, they interest Curel only insofar

as they dominate the personages he represents.

Jamais l'idée dans ses ^drames n'est froidement
d4veloppée pour elle-même. La confrontation
d'idées devient toujours une lutte de caracteres
- et le revirement d'idées, une p4rip4tie drama-
tique.7

The

his

same opinion is voiced by Jules Marsan when he pronounces

final judgment on the work of Curel,

Il ne s'agit plus ici d'une propogande sociale,
ni des constructions arbitraires de la comédie
h these Les idées il ne les voit qu'a tra-
vers les caractres.

Charles Le Goffic remarks that

M. de Curel n'était point l'homme qui s'éveille
un matin decide a porter au th4tre telle ou
telle these de l'ordre politique ou social.
L'idée dramatique, chez lui, était fille de l'i-
mage; elle était chair avant d' atre idée. g

Although he denies that the hero of La Come'die du

Genie represents himself, Franpois de Curel may well have been

writing his literary autobiography when he sets down the follow -

ing dialogue between Felix Dagrenat and his son.

Félix

Les personnages que je mets en scene se meuvent
au milieu d'une extreme complication de senti-
ments, et pour m'y reconnaître, pendant que je
compose, j'établis de temps en temps le bilan
de leur psychologie

7. LlanchaS1, Fran ?ois de Curel: ion Oeuvre, p. 37'.
8. Marsan, Théatre d'hier et d'aujourd'hui, p. 171.
9. Le Goffic, Discours de i ception, p. 51.
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Bernard

La complication de tes personnages n'est -elle
pas plutot dans leurs idées que dans leurs sen-
timents?... Tes pléces soulevent tant de ques-
tions ¿pineuses:

Félix

C'est afin que mes personnages se passionnent
pour elles...

Bernard

Comment, les idées en elles -mémes ne tint ,g-
ressent pas?

Félix

Beaucoup moins que les orages qu'elles soulévent
dans les qmes.....J'aime les idées pour leur puis-
sance incendiaire:...Elles sont, avec l'amour,
les meilleures allumeuses de passions!

Bernard

Ainsi la pensée sur les pe sonnages d'un drame
c'est l'huile sur le feu: J0.

It takes very little imagination to transpose the characters

of this dialogue and write in Curel for Felix, reporter for

Bernard. Each word is so perfectly and completely true of

Curel's own work that it seems to be as vivid and compelling a

resume of his theater as could possibly be written.

In answer to the different factions who insist that

the theater of Fran ;ois de Curel cannot be a Theater of Analysis

and a Theater of Ideas respectively, the logical reply would

seem to be, in Curel' s own words,

...J'aime les idées pour leur puissance incen-
diairel.....La pensée sur les personnages d'un
drame, c'est l'huile sur le feuil0.

O. Curel, Th =a tre complet, tome 6, pp. -3.
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CONCLUSION

Francois de Curel, probably the most significant

figure in the field . of-French drama at the end of the nine-

teenth century, is deserving of special study. A wealthy

aristocrat, he devoted the greater part of his time to his

literary pursuits with no thought of pecuniary profit. When

his concern with his lack of popular appreciation caused him

to attempt to talk down to the crowd, then and then only does

the worth of his work seem below his usual lofty standard.

Whether Curel is preeminently a psychologist or a

critic of modern life would appear relatively unimportant in

the light of his very real contributions to the theater if

the vast majority of the critics could be induced to abandon

the discussion and devote their energies to an appraisal of

these same contributions. Francois de Curel is due a great
deal of praise for his influential effort to make the theater

broader in theme and more profound in treatment than the

sexy comedy of intrigue which vied with the naturalistic school

of the times.

In any event, Curel ' s theater is the work of an

artist in the more sincere meaning of the term. And from that

point of view as well as from that of literary history, his

plays well repay study.
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